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1 Introduction

1.1 Context and goal of the report 

Globally, states have embraced digitization and are trying 
to shape the global technological transformation. Gener-
ally, the digital transformation has been perceived posi-
tively, delivering new opportunities and socio-economic 
benefits. However, digital technologies have also created 
new criminal and political risks for states. 

Criminal and political cyberattacks have become 
more prominent in the media in recent years. Awareness 
is growing in policy circles, and many states have devel-
oped their own national cybersecurity and defense strat-
egies. Many strategies call for the development or rein-
forcement of defensive cybersecurity capabilities1 
(including military cybersecurity capabilities). In building 
these cyber capabilities, states are confronted with many 
challenges that are not solely technical in nature but also 
concern human resources. Indeed, (ISC)² (2018) estimat-
ed that the cybersecurity workforce gap was close to 
three million in 2018 worldwide. Globally, both private-
sector companies and state institutions struggle to find 
skilled personnel in cybersecurity. Both sectors also com-
pete against one another to attract the personnel that is 
available. In this competition, public institutions and es-
pecially the armed forces are penalized by their limited 
resources and frequently inflexible structures and hierar-
chies. However, reserve forces (including conscript 
armies), being a military service sitting in between ac-
tive-duty military service and civilian life, seem particu-
larly well-suited for cybersecurity military tasks and ap-
pear to be one solution to attract qualified personnel 
(Lomsky-Feder et al., 2008). While armed forces are seri-
ously disadvantaged on the labor market compared to 
the private sector, reserves offer a solution for hiring 
qualified personnel interested and/or trained in cyberse-
curity who may not have joined the military without this 
option. This solution also benefits reservists through the 
possibility to gain experience and/or training that can 
also benefit their civilian careers. Therefore, cyber re-
serves present three significant advantages for armed 
forces:
• They are less costly than all-volunteer forces.
• They help to close the workforce gap. 
• They help to develop closer ties between civil society 

and the armed forces. 

1  Offensive cybersecurity capabilities tend to be less prominent in na-
tional cybersecurity strategies, but are also taken into account.

Based on these observations, this study aims to answer 
the following questions:
• What are the different types of cyber reserves? How 

are they structured? How are they organized?
• What are the advantages of having cyber reserves?
• What are the challenges that states face when setting 

up or having a cyber reserve force? How can these 
challenges be faced?

To answer these questions, this report examines the cy-
ber reserve forces of Estonia, Finland, France, Israel, Swit-
zerland, and the United States. These six countries consti-
tute a sufficiently diverse sample group to represent six 
different types of reserve forces in Western states. In oth-
er words, each of these reserves is different and repre-
sents a particular type of cyber reserve in a specific 
setting.

1.2 Summary of findings

There are three primary findings from the comparison 
study done for this report. The first finding relates to the 
importance of context in the development of cyber re-
serve forces. There is no single solution that fits all states 
when it comes to the establishment of cyber reserves. 
Consequently, states cannot simply copy a reserve sys-
tem and apply it unchanged to their situation. The orga-
nization and structure of cyber reserves necessarily de-
pends on states’ resources, strategic culture, political 
institutions and political context, among others.

The second finding concerns the positive impact 
the use of cyber reserve forces has in countering the 
workforce shortage in the armed forces. The fact that cy-
ber reserve force personnel is employed part-time by the 
armed forces seems to be appealing to cybersecurity spe-
cialists. Consequently, cyber reserves have almost no is-
sue recruiting cybersecurity specialists.

Third, most case studies show that cyber reserve 
forces are works in progress. States proceed by trial and 
error in developing their cyber reserves, and they some-
times suffer setbacks.

1.3 Methodology

The research for this study consisted primarily of desktop 
research. The first step was to gather information on each 
state’s reserve forces employed in cybersecurity. This in-
formation was collated in a comparison table2 that served 
to identify gaps. The open-source literature drawn on in 
the research included both primary sources (e.g. official 
reports and documents produced by armed forces for 

2  The comparison table can be found in Annex 1.
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recruitment purposes) and secondary sources such as 
media articles, studies from think tanks and private insti-
tutions, and academic articles.

Once relevant gaps had been identified, research 
proceeded by reaching out to field experts in these six 
countries for interviews. Interviewees received questions 
in advance, and interviews were conducted through 
semi-structured telephone or Skype conversations.

1.4 Disclaimer 

The research for this study was based on open-source 
material, which can bring some challenges. A great deal 
of information relating to the armed forces and, more 
specifically, to cybersecurity is classified and therefore 
not available to the public. As a result, it is difficult to 
build a complete dataset about the use of reserve forces 
in cybersecurity. This research tried to overcome this is-
sue by conducting interviews, but gaps still remain. Also, 
some countries are more transparent about their military 
practices than others, which resulted in a certain disequi-
librium of information, as some states’ profiles are less 
detailed than others. However, this imbalance does not 
necessarily mean that these countries do less with their 
reserve forces in cybersecurity; it merely indicates that 
the sources available for the relevant countries were less 
comprehensive than for others. Finally, this study focuses 
on six case studies, but other states also use their reserve 
forces in cyberdefense missions. However, these cases 
were not included because of a lack of information, or the 
cases were judged to be of limited relevance for this 
study. As a result, the cases presented in this research 
may not be fully representative, but they are sufficiently 
relevant and inclusive to build a comprehensive analysis.

1.5 Overview

Chapter 2 introduces the subject of cyber reserves and 
lays a sound basis for the study by defining cyber reserves 
within the framework of current research. The chapter 
describes the different types of cyber reserve forces avail-
able and their particularities before briefly examining the 
advantages of developing a cyber reserve force.

Chapter 3 profiles the cyber reserve forces of Es-
tonia, Finland, France, Israel, Switzerland, and the US. The 
chapter describes the process reserve members go 
through from the time of their recruitment, including rel-
evant training programs and reserve members’ roles and 
responsibilities. The country profiles in this chapter also 
look more generally at the size of cyber reserve forces, the 
organization of military service for reserve forces, reserve 
members’ potential links with the private sector, and 

whether cyber reservists stay in contact after the end of 
their military service. 

Chapter 4 presents an integrated overview of the 
six countries’ cyber reserve forces based on the elements 
examined in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 5, the report focuses on the challeng-
es that armed forces may encounter in the development 
of their cyber reserve forces, and how some states over-
come these challenges. This chapter examines seven 
main issues:
• Difficulties recruiting the right individuals
• How to integrate cyber reserves into the national 

security apparatus
• Difficulties organizing training programs
• Security risks
• Cost-efficiency of cyber reserves
• Managing the availability of reservists
• How to win and maintain the loyalty of reservists

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the core findings of the 
report.
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2 What are cyber 
reserves?

This report aims to shed light on the use of reserve forces 
in cybersecurity by examining relevant practices in six 
states. In order to look at the various reserve forces, the 
report first needs to set out precisely what is understood 
by the term “cyber reserve”. This chapter clarifies the ter-
minology used in the report, including specifically the 
terms “reserves”, “cyber reserves”, “cyber reserve forces” 
and “cyber reservists”.

The study bases its definition of “cyber reserve” 
on three criteria common to all of the six case studies in-
vestigated in order to establish a broadly applicable defi-
nition. Reserves:
• Form part of the state’s national security apparatus
• Are a component of the state’s military forces that 

supports active-duty military personnel and/or consti-
tutes additional forces to such personnel

• Has personnel whose primary source of income is not 
derived from their military activities

For the purposes of this study, conscription-based armed 
forces consequently come within the meaning of reserve 
forces as defined in this report. Indeed, while conscripts 
can be recognized as active-duty forces during their man-
datory military service, they are also organized similarly 
to reserve forces at the same time. Conscripts are trained 
for tasks similar to active-duty personnel and also sup-
port permanent personnel. They go back to civilian life af-
ter their basic training, and in some conscription models 
they continue their military service through yearly re-
fresher trainings. In this form of conscription, conscripts’ 
primary source of income, apart from the period of basic 
military training (several months), is not derived from 
their military activities. Therefore, conscription-based 
armed forces meet all three of the aforementioned crite-
ria for inclusion in this study as reserve forces. 

Moreover, paramilitary and military institutions 
that employ volunteers and are included in and/or col-
laborate with an organization of the armed forces can 
also be recognized as reserve forces in the context of this 
study. Indeed, these all-volunteer military and paramili-
tary organizations are part of national security appara-
tuses and support active-duty personnel in the event of 
war and/or emergency. Furthermore, members of the re-
serve component of these all-volunteer armed forces and 
paramilitary organizations are by definition volunteers, 
but, unlike active-duty personnel, their activity within 
these organizations is not their primary source of reve-
nue. For these reasons, volunteer military and paramili-
tary organizations are also regarded as reserve forces in 
this study.

2.1 Definition of cyber reserves

Cyber reserves are defined as reserve forces used in the 
cyber domain. By extension, cyber reserves are, therefore, 
part of a state’s national apparatus and forces. In these 
reserves, the personnel are not active-duty military staff 
but form a part-time military or voluntary workforce 
tasked with cybersecurity duties for the armed forces (or 
paramilitary forces). Cyber reserve personnel may often 
work as cybersecurity or IT specialists in their civilian jobs 
and may be using their civilian experience and skills in 
the field for their military or voluntary missions.

Types of cyber reserves Case study

Conscription with yearly refresher 
training

Finland, Israel and 
Switzerland

Voluntary paramilitary institution Estonia

All-volunteer national guard France and the US

All-volunteer reserve force USA

Table 1: Different types of cyber reserves

2.2 Terminology used in this report

The variety of cases studied in this research caused cer-
tain terminological challenges. Therefore, to avoid confu-
sion, the terminology employed in this report needs to be 
clarified and consistent. The six case studies in the report 
examine four types of armed forces reserves: conscrip-
tion-based, paramilitary, national guard and reserve forc-
es. It should be noted that some armed forces differenti-
ate between active-duty and reserve personnel, with the 
latter consisting of former active-duty personnel. To en-
sure clarity and consistency throughout the report, the 
word “reserve” relates to all four forms of the aforemen-
tioned reserves. The word “reservist” relates not solely to 
former active-duty personnel but also to any military or 
paramilitary personnel employed part-time in one of the 
aforementioned four types of reserves. The term “reserv-
ist” is therefore used to describe conscripts, members of 
a paramilitary force, members of a national guard and re-
serve members in this report. Furthermore, the terms “cy-
ber reserves” and cyber reserve forces” are employed in-
terchangeably in this report without any distinction.

2.3 Advantages of reserves

Reserves in general present advantages for states, and cy-
ber reserves can therefore be expected to deliver the 
same benefits by extension. Cyber reserves constitute 
one of several conceivable forms of organizing national 
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cyberdefense. The use of reservists in cybersecurity pres-
ents significant advantages compared to exclusively em-
ploying professional cybersecurity troops, namely lower 
costs, closure of the personnel gap in the cyberdefense 
workforce through more appealing working conditions, 
and the establishment of closer ties between the armed 
forces and civil society.

Cost savings
Having a cyber reserve force allows armed forces to save 
on costs on personnel and training. In general, reserve 
forces cost less than professional forces or outsourcing. 
Reservists are only in service for a limited period of time, 
and the armed forces therefore do not have to pay them 
full-time wages (Bauer et al., 2012; Goodwill-manage-
ment, 2017; Poutvaara and Wagener, 2007). This is a good 
way for armed forces to build up a large pool of cyber ex-
perts at a lower cost than with a full-time staff of experts. 
To employ full-time staff is also more complicated for 
armed forces, as they would need to bring salaries in line 
with the private sector in order to attract candidates.

With some forms of cyber reserve forces, armed 
forces can also save on recruiting and training costs. This 
is particularly true for cyber reserves focused on recruit-
ing cyber experts with existing prior knowledge and ex-
perience in cybersecurity (e.g. France and Estonia). These 
reserves do not need to actively look for talents through 
headhunters. They also do not need to organize and con-
duct extensive foundational training, as it is sufficient for 
them to provide training to bring experts up to date for 
their task(s).

Closure of the personnel gap
The creation of cyber reserves helps armed forces to close 
the workforce gap in cybersecurity. Finding and hiring 
enough qualified personnel constitutes a serious chal-
lenge for armed forces in cybersecurity, as armed forces 
compete directly with other government agencies and 
the private sector in this market (Libicki et al., 2014; 
Porche, 2017). Providing cybersecurity experts with the 
option to join a cyber reserve allows them to join the 
armed forces on more flexible terms. Some experts may 
be interested in joining the regular military but are de-
terred by low salaries or concerns regarding potential re-
strictions in military life. These experts may find it more 
appealing to join a cyber reserve that is only deployed for 
a few weeks every year.

Closer ties between the armed forces and civil society
Reservists have a primary job from which they derive 
their revenue, i.e. their civilian job, and a secondary job 
from which they only get a compensation, i.e. their mili-
tary job. This duality puts reservists in an advantageous 
position that also benefits both of their employers. Re-
servists can learn from both their jobs and transfer their 

knowledge and expertise from one job to the other. Lom-
sky-Feder et al (2008), who based their research on Israeli 
reservists, argued that Israeli reservists can be seen as 
bridging the two worlds of the military and civil society. 
They assert that reservists can learn from and enrich both 
worlds with their experiences and knowledge from the 
respective other (Lomsky-Feder et al., 2008).

Consequently, having reservists in cybersecurity 
increases public-private collaboration. Reservists coming 
from cybersecurity firms may share their knowledge and 
experience from their civilian workplaces with the armed 
forces and vice versa. This practice creates greater aware-
ness in the armed forces of developments in the private 
sector and vice versa, with both domains benefiting from 
such exchanges. 

Finally, cyber reserves serve as networking plat-
forms for cyber reservists. They meet other cybersecurity 
experts, get to know them and work with them during 
their reservist duty. These ties among reservists become 
useful for reservists themselves (e.g. for recruitment or 
job seeking) and for the cybersecurity sector. Reservists 
exchange experiences and knowledge, but they also be-
come personal points of contact for others. In case of an 
emergency, for example if a reservist’s company falls vic-
tim to a cyberattack and the reservist knows that another 
reservist’s company suffered a similar attack, the former 
could get in touch with the latter to get advice on how to 
solve the issue.
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3 Profiles of six cyber 
reserves

This study examines six countries that have military or 
paramilitary reserves and use them in (offensive and/or 
defensive) cyber operations. These countries are Estonia, 
France, Finland, Israel, Switzerland and the US. The coun-
tries examined in this report were selected not only for 
their use of reserve forces but also for the variety of these 
forces. The analysis of the selected countries bases this 
research on a broad range of Western democracies with 
all-volunteer as well as conscription-based armed forces, 
with both military and paramilitary armed forces in-
volved in cyber operations, with large and smaller armed 
forces, and with members and non-members of NATO3 
and/or the European Union (EU) and neutral countries. 
Given the diversity arising from the comprehensive selec-
tion of case studies, this chapter aims to describe this di-
versity by examining how these countries organize their 
cyber reserve forces. This description then serves as the 
starting point for Chapters 4 and 5, which analyze the 
practices implemented and challenges faced by these 
states with regard to their cyber reserves.

The description of each state’s cyber reserve is 
structured according to the following six aspects:4

1. Recruitment process and training: This segment 
describes how a volunteer or conscript goes from 
civilian to cyber reservist. It looks at the recruitment 
criteria for cyber reserve positions and the training 
required once accepted.

2. Roles, tasks and responsibilities of cyber reservists in 
the cyber reserve: This segment sets out the possible 
roles that cyber reservists can have within the armed 
forces and their associated tasks and responsibilities.

3. Number of cyber reservists: This segment attempts 
to determine the size of each cyber reserve. Relevant 
numbers need to be put into perspective, as published 
numbers may sometimes reflect political and signal-
ing purposes rather than reality.

4. Organization of the service: Length of military 
service and refresher trainings: This segment de-
scribes how the duty of cyber reservists is organized, 
whether they have mandatory refresher trainings 
every year or whether their training is organized 
differently. The study also looks at how long cyber 
reservists need to serve.

5. Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve: This segment looks at whether 
the private sector has partnerships with the armed forc-
es regarding cyber reserves (e.g. in training, planning of 
reserve duty, internships, employment, etc.).

3  Abbreviations are listed in Section 10.
4  A table in Annex 1 summarizes the cyber reserve practices of all six states.

6. Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces): This segment examines whether 
former cyber reservists stay in touch with each other 
and/or with the armed forces through organized or 
informal structures. Additionally, this part tries to 
determine if former cyber reservists pursue careers in 
cybersecurity.

As this research is based on open-source materials and 
interviews, the amount of information available for each 
state is unevenly distributed. Some states are more trans-
parent than others about their reserve force activities, 
structure and organization. This imbalance in the volume 
and descriptiveness of the available information does not 
reflect the size or capabilities of cyber reserves but is 
merely indicative of the amount of data that could be 
found and processed.

The states are listed and examined in alphabeti-
cal order, and their order does not indicate any preference 
or ranking.
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3.1 Estonia

Estonia is a unitary parliamentary republic which re-
gained its independence in 1991 after the fall of the So-
viet Union. It is considered to be one of the world’s most 
highly digitalized countries. Estonia has been a member 
of the EU and NATO since 2004. Estonia has hosted the 
NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence 
(CCDCOE) in Tallinn since 2007.

Estonia has both a conscription-based army and 
a paramilitary force, the Estonian Defence League (EDL), 
which serves to support to civilian and military authori-
ties in times of peace and crisis. The strong Estonian mili-
tary with approximately 6,600 active-duty personnel and 
12,000 reservists is supplemented by 25,000 paramilitary 
troops (International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2018; 
Ottis, 2019).

Estonia was in the international spotlight in 
2007 when cyberattacks paralyzed the websites of banks 
and state institutions. These cyberattacks were attribut-
ed to Russian nationalist groups and were most likely 
triggered by Estonia’s decision to relocate a Soviet-era 
memorial. The cyberattacks caused the military in West-
ern states to consider the importance of cyberspace in 
conflicts, and NATO established the CCDCOE in Tallinn in 
the wake of these attacks.

In Estonia, the EDL is likely the largest unit of cy-
bersecurity reservists. Therefore, this section limits its 
discussion to the EDL Cyber Defence Unit (EDL CDU) and 
does not consider the part played by the conscription-
based military in cybersecurity. Following the 2007 cyber-
attacks, there was a bottom-up initiative of people wish-
ing to volunteer in cybersecurity without wanting to join 
the military. This initiative was followed through with the 
establishment of the EDL CDU in 2009, which was for-
mally recognized by the Estonian authorities in 2011 
(Cardash et al., 2013; Ottis, 2019).

Recruitment process and training
Joining the EDL is voluntary and open to all Estonian citi-
zens. To join the EDL CDU, volunteers need to:
• Pay a €12 annual membership fee
• Be at least 18 years old
• Be loyal to the republic of Estonia
• Recognize the independence and constitutional order 

of Estonia
• Pass a background check
• Have knowledge, skills or interests relevant to 

cybersecurity
• Present two reference letters from current members 

of the EDL CDU5

5  Candidates who do not have reference letters may be accepted for a 
“candidacy period” of up to one year, during which they can participate 
in EDL CDU activities but do not have the rights and obligations that 
members have (Kaska et al., 2013).

Volunteers wishing to join the EDL CDU do not need to 
have technical skills, as non-technical profiles are also 
sought, and volunteers do not need to have served in the 
Estonian military. The latter criterion is considered impor-
tant for attracting people unable to join the Estonian mil-
itary who still want to serve their country (Estonian De-
fence League, 2019a; Kaska et al., 2013).

EDL CDU volunteers can attend general cyberse-
curity training to update their knowledge and skills, but 
specialist training in certain domains of cybersecurity is 
left to individuals. Volunteers organize more or fewer 
trainings and exercises, depending on their units’ level of 
practice. In addition, refreshers are regularly organized to 
keep volunteers up to date (Ottis, 2019).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
The role of the EDL CDU is to raise cybersecurity aware-
ness within society, share knowledge on cyberthreats 
among IT specialists, and support crisis management 
mechanisms by protecting critical infrastructures (Esto-
nian Defence League, 2019b). There are no official or pre-
defined roles in the EDL CDU, but volunteers joining the 
unit can come from the following backgrounds:
• IT specialists from national critical infrastructures
• Patriotic individuals with technical knowledge and 

skills
• Specialists in fields other than cybersecurity (law, 

social sciences, economics) with an interest in cyber 
issues (Estonian Defence League, 2019a, 2019b; Ottis, 
2019)

All EDL CDU members are tasked with autonomously 
pursuing initial and further professional training and en-
suring the security of the population during peacetime. 
For these purposes, members of the EDL CDU participate 
in activities to improve their knowledge, skills and experi-
ence and raise general awareness among the broader 
population. The EDL CDU also regularly organizes semi-
nars, information-sharing and training events. Members 
can also participate in exercises such as national security 
exercises or NATO exercises like Locked Shields.

The EDL CDU also supports private and public ac-
tors in cybersecurity. Members of the EDL CDU offer con-
sultations, technical security solutions and expert skills. 
Members have been involved in installing malware 
screening tools on school computers and security testing 
the Estonian e-voting system, among others.

As a supplementary task, the EDL CDU offers as-
sistance in cases of emergency and crisis, supporting au-
thorities in cybersecurity. Any private or public entity can 
request support from the EDL CDU via the State Informa-
tion Systems Authority (SISA) (Kaska et al., 2013).
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Numbers of cyber reservists
There are no official numbers on volunteers in the EDL 
CDU.

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
Members of the EDL CDU are volunteers who stay with 
the organization until they leave it or are expelled. As EDL 
CDU members are volunteers, they are under no legal ob-
ligation to participate in activities. However, they have a 
moral obligation to participate, and if they choose not to 
participate, they are required to justify their absence, al-
though they are not penalized. EDL CDU members do not 
get paid a salary for their work, but they can receive some 
compensation. In cases of emergency, members can be 
engaged for a maximum, non-renewable period of 
30 days6 (Kaska et al., 2013).

EDL trainings in general but also in the EDL CDU 
are organized in ad hoc settings depending on the respec-
tive unit and its volunteers. Some units or volunteers are 
more involved and organize more training sessions and 
exercises than others (Ottis, 2019).

6  Except in the case of a national emergency, where this time limit does 
not apply.

Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
The EDL CDU enjoys a good reputation among Estonian 
companies and is used as a networking platform by the 
private sector to informally contact IT specialists from 
other firms. Employers sometimes suggest to their em-
ployees that they join the EDL CDU for this particular pur-
pose (Ruiz, 2018).

The EDL CDU also has an international partner-
ship with the 175th Wing Cyber Operations Group of the 
Maryland Air National Guard. Both units participate in 
joint exercises and exchange experiences and knowledge 
(Rauschenberg, 2018).

Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
Some members of the EDL CDU stay in contact with each 
other outside the trainings, albeit informally (Ottis, 
2019). 

Figure 1: Journey of a member of the EDL CDU
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3.2 Finland

Finland is a neutral state and a unitary parliamentary re-
public with conscription-based armed forces. Finland 
joined the EU in 1995, is part of the NATO Partnership for 
Peace (PfP) and hosts the joint EU-NATO Centre for Coun-
tering Hybrid Threats.

Finland’s armed forces are primarily composed of 
conscripts and reservists. The armed forces include 
33,500 active-duty personnel (including both conscripts 
completing their initial military training and professional 
military personnel) and approximately 230,000 reservists 
who can be mobilized in time of war. Of these, approxi-
mately 18,000 are called up for refresher trainings annu-
ally, while others have the possibility to participate in vol-
untary exercises (Prime Minister’s Office, 2017; The 
Finnish Defence Forces, 2017, 2015). Finland’s 2019 mili-
tary budget was €3.1 billion, but the country plans to in-
crease military spending in the coming years (Ministry of 
Defence, 2019; Prime Minister’s Office, 2017).

Within the Finnish Defence Forces (FDF), the C5 
Agency in the Defence Command C5 Division is respon-
sible for military cyberdefense. Its role and focus are to 
promote situational awareness in cyberspace, plan and 
conduct defensive cyber operations, and protect and 
monitor FDF networks (Prime Minister’s Office, 2017). 
However, a new intelligence law adopted in 2019 will en-
able the FDF cyber unit to also conduct offensive cyber 
operations (Ministry of Interior, 2019). Conscripts have 
served with the C5 Agency as cyber specialists since the 
fall of 2015. Each military branch command also has its 
own cyber unit composed of permanent military person-
nel (Nokelainen, 2019). The FDF is currently undergoing 
reforms including plans to create a centralized cyber 
command (The Security Committee, 2016).

Recruitment process and training
All Finnish male citizens must complete compulsory mili-
tary service between the ages of 18 and 60; female citi-
zens can apply for voluntary military service.7 At the age 
of 18, Finnish men attend a call-up where they are in-
formed when and where they will complete their military 
service.8 Initial military service takes 165, 255 or 347 days, 
depending on the conscript’s function in the FDF. After 
this initial military service, conscripts join the reserve 
(The Finnish Defence Forces, 2019, n.d.).

Basic military training lasts eight weeks and is 
the same for all branches of the military. During basic 
training, conscripts can choose to specialize in cybersecu-
rity by applying online, on their own initiative, to be as-
signed to “special duties” in information technologies be-

7  Female members of the FDF constitute approximately 5% of the FDF 
(Cederberg, 2019).

8  Finnish conscripts can also choose to complete non-military service over 
a period of 347 days (The Finnish Defence Forces, n.d.).

fore the end of the third week of basic training.9 During 
the remaining time in basic military training, cyber spe-
cialist candidates are then tested on their skills in areas 
such as network technology, programming, operating 
systems, applications, or software development. If they 
pass these tests, they continue on to cyber specialist 
training (Nokelainen, 2019; The Finnish Defence Forces, 
2019). Specialist training is five and a half months for sol-
diers and 11 months for officers. Military service for cy-
bersecurity specialists lasts a total of 255 days for sol-
diers. Candidates with dual nationality cannot be 
accepted for cyber specialist training, as it involves access 
to sensitive data (Cederberg, 2019). Candidates also need 
to demonstrate high motivation to work in an intense 
work environment and face challenging tasks, and they 
must be able to commit to continuing education. Training 
to become a cyber specialist comprises penetration test-
ing, communication and blue team vs. red team exercis-
es. Conscripts also have the option to participate in inter-
national exercises such as Locked Shields (Defence Forces 
C5 Agency, 2019; The Finnish Defence Forces, 2019, n.d.).

Training aims to build work experience and is 
heavily focused on practical training and exercises. It con-
sists of practicing in cyber range or pen testing exercises 
or working directly with permanent military personnel. 
Conscripts specializing in cybersecurity go through the 
entire training together as a group and remain in the 
same group for refresher trainings until the end of their 
compulsory military service. The goal is to develop them 
as a team and have them work and develop as a unit 
(Cederberg, 2019; Nokelainen, 2019; The Finnish Defence 
Forces, n.d.).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
There is only a single cyber-related role open to Finnish 
conscripts with an interest in cybersecurity, namely that 
of cyber specialist. However, tasks within this role vary 
and consist of:
• Blue team vs. red team exercises
• Building and testing systems
• Defending FDF networks
• Programming projects
• Building situational awareness

After their task-specific training, most cyber specialists 
are integrated into the FDF cyber unit within the C5 
Agency, while a select few specialists may be sent to mili-
tary branch commands to work with permanent military 

9  Officer candidates can also apply to be assigned to “special duties” in cy-
bersecurity during their leadership training (The Finnish Defence Forces, 
2019).
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personnel10 (Nokelainen, 2019; The Finnish Defence Forc-
es, n.d.). 

Numbers of cyber reservists
The C5 Agency is composed of 400 personnel, predomi-
nantly civilians (The Finnish Defence Forces, n.d.). The C5 
Agency has a cyberdefense unit, which employs con-
scripts during their military service. The numbers of re-
serve and active cyber specialists are confidential (Noke-
lainen, 2019), making it difficult to evaluate the size of 
specialist cyber units.

In times of emergency, reservists from the re-
serve can be mobilized to support civilian personnel (The 
Finnish Defence Forces, 2019). However, at this stage, ci-
vilian cybersecurity experts can be mobilized in the war-
time forces.11 These experts work in cybersecurity in their 
civilian life and have been hand-picked by the FDF, but 
they may not have done their military service in a cyber 
unit. In the long-term, these professionals may be re-
placed by current conscripts and reservists trained as cy-
ber specialists (Cederberg, 2019; Nokelainen, 2019).

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
Once conscripts have finished their 255 or 347 days of ac-
tive military service, they are assigned to the reserve until 
they reach the age of 50 (60 for officers and non-commis-
sioned officers (NCOs)). Throughout their reserve period, 
reservists are required to attend refresher trainings for a 
total of 80 to 150 days (200 for officers and NCOs). Re-
fresher trainings usually last five to six days (The Finnish 
Defence Forces, 2019) and take place irregularly every 
one to five years (The Finnish Defence Forces, 2017). 
However, given that cybersecurity is a rapidly evolving 
field, cyber reserve units undergo refresher trainings 
more frequently than other units, in other words, every 
two to three years (Cederberg, 2019; Nokelainen, 2019). 
These refresher trainings consist of exercises such as red 
against blue teams or involve participation in interna-
tional exercises such as Locked Shields (Nokelainen, 
2019). Like other units, cyber units can also participate in 
voluntary exercises organized by the National Defence 
Training Association of Finland (a public association man-
aged by the Ministry of Defense), or the FDF (The Finnish 
Defence Forces, 2017).

Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
The FDF maintains ties and regular exchanges with uni-
versities and the private sector. Finnish universities play a 

10  It is planned to have more cyber specialists dispatched to military 
branch commands once the C5 Agency cyber specialist units are large 
enough (Nokelainen, 2019).

11  Positions in the wartime forces must always be filled so that they are 
available in times of crisis or emergency.

significant role in providing advanced technical training 
to civilian personnel of the C5 agency and FDF officers 
and in developing tools and platforms for training and ex-
ercises. The University of Jyväskylä, for example, makes 
its cyber range available to the FDF for training sessions 
(Nokelainen, 2019). Universities also collaborate with the 
FDF within the framework of whole-society exercises, but 
these exercises are not specifically focused on cyberde-
fense (Cederberg, 2019).

Because of the regular refresher trainings, cyber 
specialists move back and forth between the FDF and 
their regular jobs and thus serve as links between the two 
domains. Furthermore, the hand-picked cybersecurity ex-
perts involved in the reserve forces contribute to the ex-
change of experiences and knowledge with the FDF (Ced-
erberg, 2019).

Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
At the moment, there is no association for current or for-
mer FDF cyber reservists, but there are plans to establish 
one. Until then, reservists are able to participate in events 
and trainings of the National Defence Training Associa-
tion; however, this association is open to any reservists 
and not only cyber reservists (Nokelainen, 2019).
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Figure 2: Possible journeys of an FDF cyber specialist
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3.3 France

France is a semi-presidential republic and a founding 
member of the EU and NATO. It holds a permanent seat 
on the UN Security Council. Furthermore, France possess-
es a nuclear arsenal under the terms of the Non-Prolifer-
ation Treaty (NPF) and conducts military operations 
abroad.

The French authorities suspended mandatory 
conscription in 1996, making the French armed forces an 
all-volunteer force. The French armed forces count 
270,000 personnel (204,000 active-duty and 36,300 re-
serve12 personnel) (Délégation à l’information et à la com-
munication de la défense, 2018a). France’s 2019 military 
budget was €35.9 billion, representing 1.82% of the 
French GDP, but the budget is scheduled to increase to 
reach €44 billion in 2023. Between 2019 and 2025, the 
cyberdefense budget will reach €1.6 billion. In 2019, 73% 
of the hiring effort of the Ministry of the Armed Forces 
related to intelligence and cyberdefense positions (Délé-
gation à l’information et à la communication de la 
défense, 2018b). 

The Ministry of the Armed Forces is in charge of 
both offensive and defensive military cyber operations 
via the Cyber Command (COMCYBER) and the Director-
ate-General for External Security (DGSE), the external in-
telligence agency. COMCYBER is staffed by approximately 
100 personnel primarily located in Paris (Lesellier de Che-
zelles, 2019). However, each military branch of the armed 
forces and ministerial service is required by ministerial 
order to have its own Security Operations Center (SOC) 
and to operate its own defensive cyber operations (Délé-
gation à l’information et à la communication de la 
défense, 2019).

France’s reserve forces consist of two types of re-
serves: a volunteer National Guard and an availability re-
serve. The first type of reserve consists of French citizens 
volunteering to serve part-time to support the armed 
forces, the National Gendarmerie or the National Police. 
The National Guard was established as recently as in Oc-
tober 201613 (Ministère de l’Intérieur and Ministère de la 
Défense, 2016). The majority of reservists involved in cy-
ber operations come from this type of reserve. The second 
type of reserve is composed of former active-duty mili-
tary personnel who left active duty but are required to 
remain in a reservist status until the end of their military 
career. This type of reserve is only activated in case of 
emergency and is not covered by the scope of this study 
(Code de la défense – Article L2171-1, 2011). 

12  In this sentence, the word “reserve” is defined in the sense of former 
active-duty personnel.

13  The cyberdefense citizens’ reserve was created in 2012 (Telecom Sud-
Paris, 2016).

Recruitment process and training
The French cyber reserve is composed of two elements: 
the operational reserve and the citizen reserve.14 Reserv-
ists in the former are paid volunteers with military status. 
They wear uniform, are paid according to rank and are pro-
tected by the Geneva Convention. The latter is composed 
of unpaid volunteers with the status of public servants. 

Candidates for both cyber reserves can apply by 
sending their CVs and a cover letter to the Centre de 
Réserve et de Préparation Opérationnelle de Cyberdéfense 
(CRPOC), the center in charge of the recruitment and 
training of reserves for COMCYBER. Both reserves have the 
same set of recruiting requirements. Candidates must:
• Be French citizens and residents
• Be older than 17
• Have attended the National Service, Defense and 

Citizenship Day, or have been exempted
• Be clear of criminal charges or any prohibition to 

become public servants

In addition to the above requirements, candidates for the 
operational reserve must go through medical examina-
tions, pass security clearance and complete a telephone 
interview. The recruitment process can take up to nine 
months (COMCYBER official 2, 2019).

Following recruitment, operational reservists are 
required to attend integration days (usually two to five 
days) consisting of short basic military training. Later dur-
ing the same year, operational reservists attend a “cyber-
camp” lasting several weeks, in which they perform tasks 
in teams, receive further military training and are tested 
on their cybersecurity knowledge and abilities (COMCY-
BER official 2, 2019). Operational reservists are encour-
aged to participate in national and multinational cyber 
exercises (e.g. DEFNET, France’s national cyber exercise, 
and Locked Shields, the NATO cyber exercise) (Ministère 
de la Défense, 2016).

A continuing education program in cybersecurity 
is currently being developed. This program will primarily 
target military professionals working in cybersecurity, 
but may also be opened to reservists (Durand, 2019). Fur-
thermore, since May 2017, French universities have been 

14  Until June 2018, there was a third element in the cyber reserve: the 
operational citizens’ reserve. These reservists were a pool of experts who 
would change their reservist status from citizen reservist to operational 
reservist in times of emergency. Their role was to support permanent 
employees by performing basic network and system recovery (Gouver-
nement.fr, n.d.). In June 2018, the Executive Committee of the military 
reserve evaluated that the procedure for changing their status from op-
erational citizen reservists to operational reservists was too complicated 
and inefficient. The procedure required to change the status involved 
compulsory medical examinations and security clearances as for opera-
tional reservists. This procedure proved to be too long and burdensome 
in practice. Additionally, the French armed forces encountered difficulties 
in managing a large number of operational citizen reservists. Therefore, 
the Executive Committee of the military reserve decided to stop the 
recruitment of operational citizen reservists and initiated a process to 
transfer those already recruited to the operational reserve. As a result, 
since June 2018, new recruitments have only focused on operational 
reserve needs (COMCYBER official 2, 2019; Lesellier de Chezelles, 2019).
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able to grant European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) 
equivalencies for skills and experience acquired during 
reserve training (Ministère de l’Intérieur and Ministère de 
la Défense, 2016).

Citizen reservists do not receive any specific mili-
tary or cybersecurity training for their role in the reserve 
(COMCYBER official 2, 2019).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
Operational reservists are assigned different roles de-
pending on their civilian profiles. These roles are outlined 
in Table 2 together with their respective civilian profiles, 
required skills and responsibilities. As can be seen, they 
primarily support permanent employees. 

COMCYBER is in charge of allocating operational 
reservists in the armed forces. A military branch or unit 
can request a certain number of reservists with specific 
skills, and COMCYBER will then allocate these to the 
branch or unit depending on reservists’ skills and loca-
tions (COMCYBER official 2, 2019). The following units are 
able to request operational reservists:
• All three branches of the military (Army, Navy and Air 

Force) for their SOC
• The 807ème Compagnie de Transmission15 (in charge of 

cyberdefense and electronic warfare) in Rennes.

Operational reserves can work on military networks but 
also on the Ministry of Interior’s networks if specifically 
requested to do so by the Ministry, or on the networks of 
other ministries or critical infrastructures upon request 
by the National Cybersecurity Agency of France (ANSSI) 
(Délégation à l’information et à la communication de la 
défense, 2018c).

The citizen reservists’ role is primarily to raise 
awareness about cybersecurity issues in France and to 
strengthen the link between civil society and the armed 
forces (Gouvernement.fr, n.d.; Thierry, 2018). The citizen 
cyber reserve is divided into six groups, each in charge of 
a specific subject area liaising with the respective 
stakeholders:
• Group on elected representatives and journalists, 

focusing on the development of a culture of cyberde-
fense within society

• Group on youth, focusing on students and young 
professionals

• Group on the evolution of citizen engagement, 
focusing on the evolution of the cyberdefense reserve

• Group on think tanks and strategic thinking, focusing 
on technological innovations at universities and 
laboratories and strategic thinking in think tanks to 
map research on cyberdefense in France

15  This company is an Army unit under the command of COMCYBER; it 
specializes in operational cyberdefense during deployments abroad.

• Group on small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
and small and medium-sized industries (SMIs), 
focusing on raising awareness of cybersecurity and 
cyberdefense issues among SMEs and SMIs

• Group on large enterprises, focusing on raising 
awareness among large corporations (Commande-
ment Opérationnel de Cyberdéfense, n.d.; Lagneau, 
2013).

Once recruited, citizen reservists can join their preferred 
group, either in Paris or in one of the seven regional 
groups (Telecom SudParis, 2016).

Numbers of cyber reservists
The 2014 Cyber Defense Pact stated the necessity to cre-
ate a cyber reserve. The plan was to develop a cyber re-
serve reaching 4,440 reservists (40 permanent personnel, 
400 operational reservists, 4,000 operational citizen re-
servists) and 150 citizen reservists by 2019 (Délégation à 
l’information et à la communication de la défense, 2016; 
Gouvernement.fr, n.d.; Ministère de la Défense, 2016, 
2014). However, the decision of June 2018 to abandon 
the operational citizen reserve, which was supposed to 
consist of 4,000 reservists, has rendered this structure 
obsolete. In 2019, the cyber reserve counted 200 opera-
tional reservists, but COMCYBER recognized that it need-
ed 400 operational reservists to be fully operational. It 
intends to reach this number in the coming years (Lesell-
ier de Chezelles, 2019). 

The CRPOC was created with the purpose of cen-
tralizing the recruitment of cyber reservists (top-down), 
but in practice recruitment can also occur at the level of 
the unit that wishes to employ a particular reservist (bot-
tom-up) (COMCYBER official 1, 2019). However, COMCY-
BER would like all recruitments to be centralized to opti-
mally map available capabilities in the reserve and ensure 
the efficient allocation of resources (COMCYBER official 2, 
2019).

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
Once recruited, operational reservists become members 
of the armed forces by signing a renewable three-year 
contract called “commitment to serve in the reserves”. In 
this contract, they agree to serve part-time (from five to 
30 days annually) in the military. They can be ordered to 
serve up to a maximum of 120 days in a year (Code de la 
Défense – Article L4221-4, 2018). The operational reserve 
is placed under the command of COMCYBER (Ministère 
de la Défense, 2016).

Citizen reservists do not need to sign a contract, 
but they receive accreditation for their status as public 
servants. However, given that they are unpaid volunteers, 
they are under no obligation to serve and can choose 
when they want to serve (Ministère de la Défense, 2016).
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Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
To make the reserve more attractive to citizens, employ-
ers and universities, the Ministry of the Armed Forces es-
tablished a partnership called the Reserve-Corporation-
Defense Partnership. In this partnership, employers and 
universities commit to supporting their employees’ and 
students’ service in the reserve by supporting them un-
der a specific human resource policy. This policy aims at 
protecting employees and students during their service 
and bringing the private sector closer to the armed forc-
es. In return, employers and universities get tax cuts, ac-
cess to training programs by the Ministry of the Armed 
Forces and access to the network of firms involved in the 
partnership (Ministère des Armées, 2017). In 2017, 400 
enterprises and universities had already joined the 

partnership (Ministère de l’Intérieur and Ministère des 
Armées, 2017).

Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
Currently, no operational reservist has completed the 
term of their contract. Therefore, it was not possible to 
evaluate whether they keep in touch with the French 
armed forces and/or their units or whether these reserv-
ists will renew their contracts. Most of them already work 
in cybersecurity, and it is therefore likely that the majority 
of them will continue to work in the field after their re-
servist contract ends. 

Furthermore, there is currently no club or associ-
ation of current or former cyber reservists (COMCYBER of-
ficial 2, 2019).

Figure 3: Journeys of French citizen and operational cyber reservists

Roles Coordinator Expert Analyst Technician
Type of reserve Permanent personnel 

or operational 
reservists

Operational reservists Operational reservists Operational reservists

Civilian profile Managers Senior cybersecurity 
professionals

Technicians
through to engineers

Students or recent 
graduates

Skills required –  Leadership
–  Project manage-

ment
–  Liaison with other 

services

–  Advanced knowl-
edge of typical 
systems and 
platforms (e.g. 
Active Directory)

–  Skills on specific 
systems (e.g. 
SCADA)

–  Ability to qualify as 
first responder for 
incidents 

–  Ability to provide 
relevant informa-
tion to the hierar-
chy

–  Basic technical skills

Responsibilities Manage teams of 
reservists

General and specific 
expertise

Network surveillance 
and incident investi-
gation

Simple technical tasks

Table 2: List of roles and responsibilities in the cyber operational reserves (Ministère de la Défense, 2016)
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3.4 Israel

Israel is a unitary parliamentary republic with a tradition 
of a conscription-based military. Since its creation in 
1948, the state of Israel has been involved in several con-
flicts with its neighbors, and the high level of tensions be-
tween Israel and its neighbors drive the country to main-
tain a conscription-based military. Israel is a close ally of 
the US and is suspected of possessing nuclear capabili-
ties. Israel is neither a member of NATO nor of the EU.

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) is primarily com-
posed of conscripts, with almost 170,000 active-duty per-
sonnel (permanent employees and conscripts) and 
465,000 reservists16 (International Institute for Strategic 
Studies, 2018).

Cybersecurity has been a major preoccupation of 
the Israeli state and IDF for a long time. Israel’s Unit 8200, 
i.e. the signal intelligence and cybersecurity unit of the 
IDF, emerged after the Arab-Israeli war of 1973, as the Is-
raeli authorities wanted to address a number of short-
comings in the country’s intelligence organizations. Unit 
8200 was created by merging several intelligence units 
and has changed its name repeatedly over time to finally 
become Unit 8200, the largest unit within the IDF (Kidon, 
2008; Reed, 2015). The Unit’s members realized during 
the 1990s that cybersecurity would afford opportunities 
for the intelligence field, and they integrated this aspect 
in the Unit’s tasks and means (Rapaport, 2019). There-
fore, the Unit specializes in signal intelligence, cyber op-
erations and technological research and development 
(Behar, 2016). The Unit is surrounded by tight secrecy, 
making relevant information scarce.

Recruitment process and training
All Israeli citizens (male and female) who are not Arab are 
conscripted for military service. The IDF calls conscripts 
for their recruitment process, which includes a full day of 
medical examinations and interviews. Depending on the 
results, conscripts are then called to enlist for basic mili-
tary training (Israel Defense Forces, 2015). 

Unit 8200 runs a screening process through pub-
lic and private programs for high school students in order 
to recruit young talents (Reed, 2015). Unit 8200 prefers 
young talents without university degrees to be able to 
educate them specifically for their tasks within the Unit 
(Rapaport, 2019). Further admission tests consist of psy-
chological, socio-metric, education, and skills tests and 
rigorous interviews by current Unit members (peers rath-
er than high-ranking officers). Prospective Unit members 
are primarily tested on mathematic, computer and lan-
guage skills and more specifically on their ability to learn 

16  Here, the word “reservist” is defined as conscripts who have finished 
their active-duty military service and still need to complete refresher 
trainings.

fast.17 The screening process can sometimes take more 
than six months (Behar, 2016; Tsipori, 2017). As the Unit’s 
reputation grows within Israeli society, the selection pro-
cess is becoming more competitive (Tsipori, 2017).

Once accepted to Unit 8200, conscripts go 
through six months of training specific to their tasks 
within the Unit, unless they lack prior military training, in 
which case they initially go through short, basic military 
training, usually for three weeks (Rapaport, 2019). The 
training at Unit 8200 is based on practice and simula-
tions as far as possible. Conscripts learn to produce intel-
ligence, leverage signal intelligence and use various data 
mining techniques, but also receive leadership training 
(Sanchez, 2019; Tendler, 2015).

Conscripts who complete their military service in 
Unit 8200 do not receive any certification for the skills 
and/or knowledge they acquire. However, the Unit’s rep-
utation constitutes sufficient evidence of former mem-
bers’ abilities (Bar and Schechter, 2015; Reed, 2015).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
Soldiers recruited to Unit 8200 work in small teams, each 
with sub-teams working on different topics. There is no 
vertical hierarchy among teams, which function similarly 
to a startup’s structure. This flat structure aims to en-
courage communication among soldiers regardless of 
rank and to avoid the loss of information that may occur 
in regular vertical chains of command (Sanchez, 2019). 
Each team focuses on a specific problem and on how to 
solve it (Rapaport, 2019).

Numbers of cyber reservists
Forbes estimates that Unit 8200 has 5,000 members at 
any given time. However, this number does not differenti-
ate between active-duty staff and reservists (Behar, 
2016).

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
In theory, male Israeli conscripts are required to complete 
two years and eight months of active-duty military ser-
vice, whereas female conscripts do two years. After their 
active-duty military service period, male conscripts join 
the reserve forces. The reserve forces can be mobilized in 
cases of emergency and for training, which consists of 
three weeks to a month every year until conscripts reach 
the age of 40 (Behar, 2016). Women serve in the reserve 
until they are 24 years old (refworld, 2013).

However, conscripts who join Unit 8200 tend to 
stay with the Unit for an average of four to five years (Be-

17  Unit 8200 focuses on the ability to learn quickly because conscripts are 
available to the Unit for a minimum of approximately three years. The 
Unit’s goal is to get the most out of these conscripts before they leave 
the military (Tsipori, 2017).
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har, 2016). They usually complete their active-duty mili-
tary time and stay on as professionals (with a contract) 
for another two to three years or as officers (who are re-
quired to serve longer periods of time). In terms of yearly 
trainings for reserve forces, the standard training format 
is considered to be unsuitable for cybersecurity because 
of the rapidly evolving nature of the field. Therefore, 
members of the Unit tend to stay longer within the Unit, 
and when they join the reserve forces, only those who 
pursue a civilian career in a field related to cybersecurity 
are called back for yearly trainings and/or emergencies 
(Rapaport, 2019; Sanchez, 2019).

Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
Unit 8200 has close ties with the private sector and 
makes a large contribution to the Israeli economy. Many 
of the Unit’s former members, pushed by Unit 8200 dur-
ing their military service, have started their own IT com-
panies and maintain contact with former Unit 8200 
members and the Unit itself. Forbes estimated the num-
ber of companies created by the Unit’s alumni to reach 
approximately 1,000 (Behar, 2016). The structure of Unit 
8200 allows interactions between the private sector and 
the Unit through Unit members. Former Unit members 
and reservists influence the industry through the experi-
ence they have acquired during their military service. 

Conversely, industry is also able to influence Unit mem-
bers, who contribute their civilian experiences to the 
Unit. Members can also take ideas acquired during their 
time in Unit 8200 and develop them in the private sector. 
However, such ideas and developments need to be ap-
proved by the Unit to ensure that no sensitive ideas, ma-
terials or technologies are compromised (Rapaport, 
2019). Unit 8200 also serves to train young individuals in 
cybersecurity expertise and contributes to closing the 
workforce gap in the private cybersecurity sector (Tsipori, 
2017).

Unit 8200 also organizes networking events for 
its current and former members with the goal to create 
an Israeli Silicon Valley in Beer Sheva, where the Unit will 
have offices in 2020 (Reed, 2015; Sanchez, 2019).

Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
Former members of Unit 8200 keep in touch with each 
other through the 8200 Alumni Association, which 
counts approximately 15,000 members (Reed, 2015). The 
group primarily organizes networking events and helps 
former members find work (Rapaport, 2019).

Figure 4: Possible journeys of members of Unit 8200
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3.5 Switzerland

Switzerland is a federal democracy with a long tradition 
of conscription-based armed forces. Switzerland’s armed 
neutrality is self-imposed and permanent and forms a 
central element of Swiss foreign and security policy. Swiss 
neutrality is active and adapted to situations (Aeschi-
mann et al., 2004; Szvircsev Tresch et al., 2019). Therefore, 
Switzerland is not a member of NATO, but it is a member 
of NATO’s PfP. Switzerland is a member of the UN but not 
a member of the EU. However, Switzerland maintains 
close relationships with the EU and is a member of the 
Schengen Treaty. 

The Swiss armed forces are primarily composed 
of conscripts, resulting in a strong force with approxi-
mately 140,000 personnel (Département fédéral de la 
défense, de la protection de la population et des sports 
(DDPS), 2019).

Cybersecurity has gained in importance in the 
Swiss political landscape and Swiss armed forces in re-
cent years and more especially since the RUAG incident18 
in 2016. The cyberattack on RUAG gave a political impe-
tus for more decisive action on cybersecurity, above all in 
the armed forces. In the Swiss armed forces, cyberdefense 
is part of the Armed Forces Command Support Organisa-
tion (AFCSO) and is primarily in the hands of civilian per-
sonnel with the support of reservists. In August 2018, the 
Swiss armed forces launched their first cyber training 
program to train reservists for cyberdefense missions.19

Recruitment process and training
All Swiss male citizens are conscripted to military service, 
while female Swiss citizens can volunteer. At the age of 
16 years, Swiss citizens are required to attend an infor-
mation day, where conscripts are informed about the var-
ious functions available to them in the armed forces, and 
their recruitment days are scheduled. After their 18th 
birthday, they then spend two days in a recruitment cen-
ter, where they undergo medical and psychological ex-
aminations, and fitness tests.20 Conscripts are assigned 
their functions depending on the results of the previous 
tests and their civilian education. The assigned function 
then determines where conscripts will do their basic mili-
tary training. 

During the first weeks of basic military training, 
conscripts are informed about the cyber training pro-

18  The RUAG incident was the revelation to the press in 2016 that RUAG 
(a technology firm belonging to the Swiss Confederation) had been 
targeted by a cyberespionage campaign (RUAG Group, 2019, 2016).

19  Before the Swiss armed forces started its cyber training course, cyber 
specialists were able to voluntarily join a cybersecurity unit (Flück, 
2019).

20  There is also the possibility for conscripts to complete civilian instead of 
military service. Legally speaking, only conscientious objectors can do 
civilian service. However, during the past ten years, it has been easier 
for conscripts to choose to do civilian instead of military service. Civilian 
service takes the form of community service but lasts one and a half 
times longer than military service.

gram. Those interested in cyberdefense are able to ex-
press their interest and can then participate in the selec-
tion process. To be accepted to that process, recruits 
must:
• Be fit for military service
• Have a federal apprenticeship certificate in IT or a 

high school diploma or be enrolled in a university 
program in physics, mathematics, electrical engineer-
ing, or teaching, or be an autodidact in IT/ICT

• Be motivated to become a non-commissioned officer 
(NCO) (Sergeant (OR-5))

• Have a suitable personality (quick learner, stress 
resistant, discreet and responsible)

• Be highly motivated to follow a strenuous training 
course

• Pass the security clearance
• Be proficient in one national language (German, 

French, Italian or Romansh) and English and have a 
passive knowledge of a second national language 
(Armée suisse, 2018)

The selection process is divided into two phases. The first 
consists of an online test, to which participate on average 
135 candidates Following the initial test, the 50 top can-
didates are invited for a two-day assessment (the second 
phase). During these two days, members of the AFCSO, 
career military personnel and representatives of the pre-
vious cyber training program assess candidates in terms 
of their social skills, personalities and more general skills. 
At the end of the selection process, a maximum of 20 
candidates are accepted into the cyber training program 
(Flück, 2019).

Once accepted, recruits go through a 40-week 
cyber training program. The program is divided into five 
parts:
• Six weeks of basic military training, which is the same 

for all Swiss recruits independently of their future 
functions (this is done in parallel to the selection 
process)

• Seven weeks of foundational training for cyberde-
fense functions at the Electronic Warfare School 64

• Five weeks of specialized training 
• Four weeks of NCO School 
• 18 weeks of practical training. Recruits acquire the 

rank of sergeant (OR-5) at the beginning of this 
training.

The cyber training program comprises a total of 800 
hours of various courses, from basic cryptology to cyber 
threat intelligence. At the end of the training program, 
sergeants can choose to take a federal exam to acquire 
the federal qualification of certified cybersecurity special-
ist, which universities of applied sciences (Fachhoch-
schulen) recognize and which facilitates admission to a 
bachelor’s degree in IT. The Department of Defence, Civil 
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Protection and Sport (DDPS) is currently discussing the 
possibility for universities to recognize ECTS credit equiv-
alencies for the cyber training program.21 In addition, the 
leadership training component of the program is recog-
nized in civilian careers (Armée suisse, 2018). Following 
the cyber training program, cyber NCOs are currently in-
tegrated into the AFSCO’s Computer Network Operations 
(CNO) Company. Starting in 2022, NCOs will be integrat-
ed into a Cyber Battalion, which should become fully op-
erational in 2025. At the same time, the Swiss armed 
forces are developing a cyberdefense specialist staff 
(Fachstab) consisting of senior officers who have served 
in other military branches and have extensive civilian ex-
perience in cybersecurity (Flück, 2019).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
Swiss recruits meeting the above-mentioned require-
ments can choose one of three types of cybersecurity 
specializations:
• CNO specialist (e.g. working on software develop-

ment, performing incident analyses and vulnerabili-
ties analyses)

• Cyber Fusion Center (CFC) specialist (e.g. performing 
cyberthreat analyses for the DDPS and military 
systems, conducting technical investigations of 
systems, hardware and mobile devices and conduct-
ing analyses in SOC)

• Cyberdefense specialist (e.g. contributing to situation 
awareness in cyberspace for the armed forces; 
supporting, advising and training other military 
personnel on cybersecurity issues; and supporting 
intelligence on cybersecurity issues) (Armée suisse, 
2018)

Recruits are distributed among these roles in keeping 
with the needs of the Swiss armed forces. Representa-
tives of CNO, CFC and Cyberdefense units meet four 
weeks prior to practical training to discuss the distribu-
tion of recruits. Recruits’ performance during the training 
program and their wishes are taken into account in the 
process (Flück, 2019).

Numbers of cyber reservists
The first cyber training program started in August 2018 
with 18 recruits (Agence Télégraphique Suisse, 2018; 
DDPS, 2018). A second cohort of 18 recruits started the 
program in February 2019. In the long-term, the goal of 
the DDPS is to build up a cyber battalion of 400 to 600 
cyber specialists (Agence Télégraphique Suisse, 2019; 
Flück, 2019).

21  The Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts already recognizes 
21 ECTS credits equivalencies for the Swiss armed forces cyber training 
program (Flück, 2019).

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
Swiss cyber NCOs are required to complete 440 days of 
service, of which approximately 280 are basic military 
and leadership training, whereas officers (OF-1) are re-
quired to complete 680 days of service (Swiss Federal 
Council, 2017). The basic military and leadership train-
ings are normally done in one block, and once reservists 
have completed these trainings, they return to the armed 
forces for yearly refresher trainings of usually three 
weeks’ duration (19 days). Swiss reservists attend mili-
tary refresher trainings every year until they reach the 
requisite number of days. They then do not need to com-
plete further refresher trainings but can be called in cases 
of emergency until 12 years after their basic military 
training (approximately when they turn 30 for NCOs and 
until the age of 40 for officers (OF-1) (Swiss Federal As-
sembly, 2018).

Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
The Swiss armed forces intend to enable recruits to com-
plete their practical training outside the military. This 
idea was being tested at the time of writing this report 
(Flück, 2019). The plan behind this test is to have soldiers 
dispatched to key partners of the Swiss armed forces to 
receive practical training that is not limited to the mili-
tary, while also supporting partners such as critical 
infrastructures.

Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
At the time of writing this report, no cyber reservists had 
completed their full military service. However, the first 
cohort of the cyber training program has finished the first 
round of training, and there are plans to establish a pri-
vate association for Swiss armed forces cyber specialists 
(Flück, 2019).
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Figure 5: Possible journeys of Swiss armed forces conscripts in cybersecurity
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3.6 The United States of America

The US is a federal presidential constitutional republic 
with large all-volunteer armed forces. The US is a perma-
nent member of the UN Security Council, has nuclear ca-
pabilities and is considered to be a Great Power. The US 
armed forces are active in many theaters around the 
world and are involved in many active conflicts (e.g. Syria 
and Afghanistan). The US is a member of and main con-
tributor to NATO.

The US armed forces are primarily composed of 
active-duty personnel (approximatively 1.34 million in 
December 2018), who are supported by reserve elements 
(approximatively 800,000 reserve and National Guard 
personnel in December 2018) (Defense Manpower Data 
Center, 2018). These reserve elements come from each of 
the military branches and can be mobilized at the federal 
level, while the National Guard can be mobilized at the 
state and federal levels (Caton et al., 2019a).

Cybersecurity has been well integrated in US pol-
icy and the US military for quite some time, with the US 
creating its unified cyber command, the US Cyber Com-
mand (USCYBERCOM), in 2009. USCYBERCOM, which is 
composed of the cyber commands of all five services 
(Army Cyber Command, Fleet Cyber Command/10th 
Fleet, Air Force Cyber/24th Air Force and Marine Corps 
Forces Cyberspace Command), provides a unified direc-
tion for cyber operations. USCYBERCOM also hosts all 133 
Cyber Mission Force (CMF) teams. CMF forms part of the 
US all-force approach to cyber operations and conducts 
both defensive and offensive cyber operations for US-
CYBERCOM. All military branches are required to contrib-
ute teams to the CMF, which divides them into three 
groups22 with different tasks:
• Cyber National Mission Teams, whose roles are to 

identify, block and defeat adversaries’ activities
• Cyber Combat Mission Teams, whose roles are to 

support combatant commands with military cyber 
operations

• Cyber Protection Teams (CPTs), whose roles are to 
defend and protect the US Department of Defense 
(DoD) information network, protect missions in 
cyberspace, and prepare cyber forces for combat (U.S. 
Cyber Command Public Affairs, 2018)

Due to space and time restrictions, this study only consid-
ers organizations within the US armed forces that em-
ploy reserve elements in the CMF.23 This is the case with 

22  The literature sometimes mentions a fourth group called the Cyber Sup-
port Teams. Their role is to support Cyber National Mission Teams and 
Cyber Combat Mission Teams.

23  Many other units in the US armed forces employ reserve elements in 
cybersecurity, like the ARNG that are present in Computer Network 
Defense Teams (CND-T) in all states and territories to protect their re-
spective states’ information networks. Annex 2 contains a table of other 
cybersecurity units in which USAR, ARNG, Air Force Reserve and ANG 
elements are engaged.

the following US armed forces organizations: the US 
Army Reserve (USAR) and Army National Guard (ARNG) 
will provide 21 additional CPTs (10 US Army Reserve Cyber 
Operations Group (ARCOG) CPTs and 11 ARNG CPTs) to 
USCYBERCOM before 2024 (Porche, 2017). The US Air 
Force also provides five CPTs, two from the Air National 
Guard (ANG) and three from the Air Force Reserve (Caton 
et al., 2019b). 

Recruitment process and training 
As the US has all-volunteer armed forces, citizens need to 
apply for military careers (both active duty and reserve). 
Any individual interested in a military career first needs 
to contact a recruiter to go through the recruitment pro-
cess. The recruitment process is the same for all branches 
of the US armed forces and for both active-duty and re-
serve. Candidates need to meet a recruiter and take 
knowledge, skills and medical tests. Depending on the re-
sults of these tests, individuals may be able to choose a 
military career in cyber operations and can then schedule 
the start of their basic military training (Air National 
Guard, 2019a; United States National Guard, 2019a).24 

In terms of training, members of the reserve and 
National Guard have to go through essentially the same 
basic military training as active-duty personnel (10 weeks 
for the US Army and 8.5 weeks for the Air Force), regard-
less of their military occupation. Once they have complet-
ed basic military training, cyber soldiers go on to their ad-
vanced individual training for the US Army and technical 
training for the Air Force, where they are tested on their 
cybersecurity skills (Brantly, 2019). The various military 
branches are responsible for all four stages of training 
(basic individual training, individual foundation training, 
collective training and sustainment training) for CMF sol-
diers (US Government Accountability Office, 2019). As a 
result, cyber reservists’ training may vary in terms of 
length and content, depending on the branch where they 
are employed. However, USCYBERCOM is responsible for 
setting standards for stages two to four to ensure mini-
mum levels of knowledge and expertise are met. The 
training for reservists and the National Guard is almost 
the same as for active-duty personnel, with the main dif-
ference being that training is organized to be taught on 
weekends to suit the schedules of reservists and National 
Guard members. Reservists and National Guard mem-
bers can also attend trainings close to where they live. 
Several cyber ranges and mobile training teams have 
been developed to facilitate access to training for reserve 
components (Brantly, 2019; US Government Accountabil-

24  Active-duty personnel already active in a cybersecurity position can 
transfer to a reserve cyber unit. The US Army recently started to offer 
civilians with particular technical cybersecurity skills and a university 
degree the option to apply for a direct commissioning program. This 
program allows qualified civilians to start a military career at the rank 
of 1st Lieutenant (OF-1) or higher, similarly to medical doctors, legal and 
religious personnel (Brantly, 2019; US Army, 2019).
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ity Office, 2019). The content of cybersecurity training is 
classified and can therefore not be described in detail in 
this study. However, a list of classes for the cyber opera-
tions major at the US Naval Academy and a general de-
scription of cyber training at the US Army show that ca-
dets and cyber soldiers attend classes on technical 
fundamentals, programming, systems architecture, in-
formation operations, cyber operations, and planning for 
cyber operations (United States Naval Academy, n.d.; US 
Army, 2018). These classes are designed for future active-
duty officers in the US Navy or the US Marine Corps and 
for active-duty US Army cyber specialists, but it can be 
extrapolated that reservists and National Guard mem-
bers are required to complete similar classes to be inte-
grated in a CPT. 

Reservists and National Guard members do not 
receive a general certification for their positions as cyber-
security specialists in the military, but they can apply for 
private certifications accrediting their work on certain 
systems or experience (Brantly, 2019).

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in 
cyber reserve
Individuals opting for a cybersecurity military occupation 
in the reserve or National Guard can choose from a vari-
ety of jobs depending on the military branch. Table 3 de-
picts and describes these military occupations.

ARNG and USAR CPTs are composed of 39 mem-
bers (seven officers, 16 warrant officers, 16 enlisted) orga-
nized in one headquarter element and five squads. These 
squads have the following responsibilities:
• Mission Protection Squad (Blue Team): responsible for 

protecting networks by mitigating risks, responding 
to incidents

• Discovery and Counter-Cyber Infiltration Squad (Hunt 
Team): responsible for researching and eliminating 
threats on friendly networks

• Cyber Threat Emulation Squad (Red Team): responsible 
for emulating potential threats by identifying vulner-
abilities from outside networks

• Inspection Force/Cyber Readiness Squad (White 
Team):  responsible for evaluating the CPTs’ work and 
their operational readiness.

• Cyber Support Squad (Green Team): responsible for 
providing technical support to facilitate CPTs’ opera-
tions and training (Caton et al., 2019a).

Air Force Reserve and ANG CPTs are organized similarly to 
USAR and ARNG CPTs with the exception of being re-
ferred to as Cyber Operations Squadrons and comprising 
35 members. In addition, ANG has organized 12 Cyber 
Operations Squadrons to fill two full-time CPTs on a rota-
tional basis (Caton et al., 2019b).

Numbers of cyber reservists
The Defense Manpower Data Center evaluated that ap-
proximately 6,300 reservists in the US armed forces were 
somehow involved in cyber-related military occupations 
in 2015 (Porche, 2017, p. 36).
At the time of writing of this report, there were no official 
statistics on the number of US reserve troops working in 
the CMF. However, it is possible to extrapolate these 
numbers, knowing that the USAR and ARNG will provide 
21 CPTs, each with 39 members; the Air Force Reserve 
provides 3 CPTs with 35 members; and ANG provides 2 
CPTs but with 12 rotating teams of 35 members. The esti-
mated number of US reserve forces working in the CMF 
could therefore be approximatively 1,444 reservists and 
National Guard members25 without counting other units 
in the US armed forces employing reserve elements.

Organization of the service: Length of military service 
and refresher trainings
Individuals who choose to join the reserve or National 
Guard sign a commitment for eight years, independently 
of the function and rank they will have in the armed forc-
es. They can spend four to six years in drill status. Regular 
training consists of a weekend a month and two weeks 
per year. The remaining time of the commitment can be 
spent in individual ready reserve (for the reserve) or inac-
tive National Guard (for the National Guard). These sta-
tuses imply that reservists would have no monthly or 
yearly training but could be called by the Presidential Re-
serve Call up Authority in cases of national emergency 
(Smith, 2019).

This applies to both US reservists and National 
Guard members involved in cybersecurity. These reserv-
ists train in their cybersecurity units for one weekend a 
month and complete a two-week yearly training until 
they transfer to the individual ready reserve or inactive 
National Guard.

When reserve components and/or National 
Guard members are activated at the federal level, they 
become part of the operational force. This is the case 
when they rotate in the CMF (Brantly, 2019).

Links between the armed forces and the private sector 
regarding the reserve
The USAR has a Cyber Private Public Partnership (PPP) ini-
tiative, which was launched in 2015. This initiative part-
ners with six universities and 12 employers, including Mi-
crosoft, Verizon and T-Mobile. The main focus of this PPP 
is the transitioning of active-duty soldiers to the reserve 
and their employment and/or continuing education (Ca-
ton et al., 2019a).

25  The number that could be reached in 2024 once USAR and ARNG CPTs 
will be at full operational capability.
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Post-reserve duty (career and keeping ties with the 
armed forces)
The Military Cyber Professionals Association was estab-
lished in 2013 as an association for military personnel 
and veterans linked to the cyber profession. The goal of 
the association is to develop the military cyber profession 
and science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 

26  This list of careers is broader than simply cyber specialists; it also in-
cludes electronic warfare showing the growing integration of cyber and 
electronic warfare as one domain.

education in the US. The association organizes events for 
promoting sciences related to cybersecurity and net-
working; it publishes a journal and a magazine, and has a 
program to help former US military personnel to transi-
tion to civilian life (Military Cyber Professionals Associa-
tion, 2019).

Rank/Branch Army (USAR and ARNG) Air Force (Air Force Reserve and ANG)

Enlisted –  Cyber Operations Specialist: conducts cyber 
operations

–  Cyber Network Defender: in charge of defen-
sive cyber operations

–  Electronic Warfare Specialist: in charge of 
advising and assisting electronic warfare 
operations

–  Cyberspace Warfare Operations Specialist: 
conducts offensive and defensive cyber 
operations

–  Client Systems Specialist: in charge of trouble-
shooting and repairing computers in the US  
Air Force 

–  Cable and Antenna Systems Specialist: respon-
sible for installing and maintaining cables and 
antennas

–  Cyber Surety Specialist: protects electronic 
systems of the US Air Force against cyberat-
tacks

–  Cyber Systems Operations: maintains server 
and computer systems

–  Spectrum Operations Specialist: in charge of 
ensuring that nothing interferes with commu-
nication technologies

–  Radio Frequency Transmission Systems Special-
ist: in charge of deploying, maintaining and 
repairing communication devices

–  Cyber Transport Systems Specialist: deploys, 
maintains and repairs electronic systems

–  Computer Systems Programming Specialist:  
in charge of writing, analyzing, designing  
and developing applications, client-server, 
databases

Warrant Officer –  Cyber Operations Technician: advises officers 
with regard to assets and personnel for cyber 
operations

Officer –  Cyber Operations Officer: plans and organizes 
offensive and defensive cyber operations

–  Cyber and Electronic Warfare Officer: in charge 
of conducting and coordinating electronic 
attacks, defense and support

–  Network Operations Officer: plans and organiz-
es cyber operations and information operations 
(including offensive cyber operations)

–  Cyber Warfare Operations Officer: plans and 
organizes cyber operations and information 
operations

Table 3: List of cybersecurity careers in the USAR, ARNG, Air Force Reserve and ANG (Air National Guard, 2019b; Caton et al., 2019b; United States National Guard, 2019b).26
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Figure 6: Possible journeys of cyber reservists in the CMF
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4 Summary of findings
All six cyber reserve structures and organizations studied 
differ from one another. This section describes and identi-
fies the most pronounced differences and commonalities 
among the six countries. These key differences are due to, 
among others, the fact that each country is dependent on 
its own bureaucracy, existing structures and strategic cul-
ture, and each cyber reserve has therefore developed 
within its particular context. For the most part, cyber re-
serves are recent, still-evolving developments. 

4.1 Recruitment process and training

In the recruitment process, the most striking difference is 
found between conscription-based and all-volunteer 
armies. In conscription-based armies, recruits are re-
quired to volunteer to join the cyber training program 
and become cyber specialists during the first phase of 
their basic military training, whereas in all-volunteer 
armies, recruits directly volunteer for a cybersecurity po-
sition during recruitment days (depending on the results 
of aptitude tests).

In terms of the difference between conscription-
based and all-volunteer armies, the second difference re-
lates to cyber training programs. All armies require some 
sort of cybersecurity knowledge or interest prior to appli-
cants joining the military, but the Estonian Defence 
League Cyber Defence Unit (CDL CDU) and French cy-
berdefense reserve seek to recruit volunteers with signifi-
cant prior knowledge and experience. Open-source re-
search and interviews show that the Estonian and French 
cyber reserves have shorter periods of initial training for 
their reservists because they rely on prior expertise. Their 
reservists, and the population that they seek to recruit, 
are also older compared to reservists in conscription-
based armies, where recruits are commonly students 
with little experience. However, all countries have cyber 
training programs organized through the military. These 
programs all differ in length and focus depending on cy-
bersecurity specialists’ profiles.

Interestingly enough, not all reserves require re-
cruits or new members to pass a test to join the cyberse-
curity unit. While Finland, Switzerland and Israel have 
very similar selection processes for their cyber reservists, 
requiring several rounds of tests and assessments (not 
necessarily focusing on cybersecurity), the EDL CDU does 
not require candidates to pass any test before joining the 
unit, and in France and the US, tests only begin once the 
recruitment process and basic military training have been 
completed.

Finally, not all cyber reserve forces deliver certifi-
cations to their recruits to authenticate the knowledge 
and experience of their members. Estonia and Israel do 

not issue certificates, arguing that being a member of 
their units is enough to be considered an expert in the 
field. Finland, in contrast, decided to issue certificates to 
cyber reservists. These are not specific to cybersecurity, 
though, as every conscript in the Finnish Defence Forces 
receives a certificate at the end of their service to attest 
to the skills and knowledge acquired or leadership train-
ing completed. In France, there is no specific certification 
for operational or citizen reservists, but students are able 
to receive university credits as equivalencies. In Switzer-
land, conscripts are able to take the test for cybersecurity 
specialist on a voluntary basis, but the armed forces do 
not deliver it automatically. Furthermore, conscripts who 
are still students should be able to validate their knowl-
edge and skills learnt in the military by converting them 
into university credits in the future. In the US, cyber re-
servists are able to apply for certifications from providers 
collaborating with the US military. Therefore, cyber re-
servists’ certifications depend on which systems they are 
trained on and their experience in the reserve. Not all US 
cyber reservists would finish their service with the same 
set of certifications.

4.2 Roles, tasks and responsibilities 
of reservists enrolled in cyber 
reserves

All countries examined in the case studies have their own 
sets of roles for cyber reservists, which vary significantly 
between one state and another. For some states, there 
are no clearly defined roles, with the focus being more on 
the tasks to be performed, while others have more clearly 
defined roles for prescribed tasks. In the US, the roles also 
depend on the military branch and the ranks of cyber re-
servists, but reservists often perform similar tasks, with 
their titles being the only thing that changes (cf. Table 3).

Reservists’ tasks are just as varied as the afore-
mentioned roles. However, the main commonality re-
sides in the fact that all reservists have roles primarily fo-
cused on defense and support. These tasks consist mostly 
of supporting active-duty/permanent staff in protecting 
networks, providing education and delivering threat in-
telligence. Currently, only the US and Israel cyber reserv-
ists perform offensive cybersecurity tasks during their 
service.

4.3 Numbers of cyber reservists

Obtaining accurate statistics on the numbers of cyber re-
servists is complicated because of the sensitivity of the 
topic. However, it was still possible to estimate some of 
these numbers, but they remain indicative and may not 
reflect realities.
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These estimate numbers show major disparities 
in the numbers of reservists, but it should be taken into 
account that the countries examined are very different in 
terms of their sizes and availability of resources. The US 
and Israel are obviously the ones with the largest cyber 
reserves, but they also have the largest armed forces and 
a military context that differs greatly from the others. In 
comparison, neutral countries such as Finland and Swit-
zerland have much smaller units, although they are still 
comparable in size to France’s cyber reserve.

4.4 Organization of the service: 
Length of military service and 
refresher trainings

The duration of military service varies from one case 
study to another. For conscription-based armies, the 
length of conscripts’ military service differs from the 
length of time spent by reservists in all-volunteer armies. 
Conscription-based armies (except in Israel, which has a 
longer period of active military service) usually have re-
cruits spend an initial one to two-year period in basic and 
technical military training, followed by yearly refresher 
trainings lasting for periods from a week to a month. In 
Finland, conscripts are required to complete a total of 255 
to 405 refresher training days, and in Switzerland 440 to 
680 days (depending on rank). In Israel, the context in 
which military service in general is completed differs sig-
nificantly from that of the other countries studied, justi-
fying its longer duration. In addition, some Unit 8200 
members extend their military service by staying in the 
Unit under contract for another two to three years. In all-
volunteer armies and the Estonian Defence League, 
members sign a contract committing to spend a certain 
number of days per year in military service until the end 
of the contract. In the US, reservists sign a commitment 
for eight years. but spend a total of approximately forty 
days per year in uniform. In France, the respective con-
tract term is three years, but reservists spend five to 60 
days per year in military service.

The way refresher trainings are organized also 
differs notably between one state and another. This as-
pect depends mostly on how military service is organized 
in general rather than on cybersecurity units in particular. 
However, in some cases cybersecurity units benefit from 
a separate organization. In Finland, for example, cyber re-
fresher trainings are organized somewhat more fre-
quently than in other military fields, as cyber technology 
evolves so fast. Also, in Israel, once soldiers have joined 
the reserve, only those who still work in cybersecurity in 
the civilian world continue to participate in refresher 
trainings.

4.5 Links between the armed forces 
and the private sector regarding 
the reserve

Reserves maintain relations with the civilian world by 
definition. Reservists are primarily civilians who are 
members of the military for a few days during the year. In 
all case studies examined, cyber reserves maintain some 
kind of relations with the private sector. In Estonia, Fin-
land and Israel, these relations are not institutionalized 
and mostly informal through reservists themselves, 
whereas in France and the US, relations are formalized 
through public-private partnerships. At the time this re-
port was written, Switzerland was testing a form of part-
nership, which may become formalized in the short to 
medium term. These partnerships are aimed at facilitat-
ing reservists’ transition from the civilian to the military 
world and vice versa, and at promoting cooperation be-
tween the armed forces and the private sector.

All states examined maintain some sort of rela-
tions with higher education within the framework of 
their cyber reserves. For the majority, these partnerships 
serve to train cyber reservists by having university profes-
sors give courses in cyber training programs or assist in 
developing relevant programs and/or exercises. Higher 
education is also involved in developing university credit 
equivalencies for cyber reservists. 

4.6 Post-reserve duty (career and 
keeping ties with armed forces)

With regard to the time after their military service, re-
servists do not have the same opportunities in all of the 
states examined. In Israel and the US, former cyber re-
servists are able to join alumni associations to keep in 
touch with former colleagues and benefit from network-
ing events organized by these associations. In Finland 
and Switzerland, relevant associations are currently be-
ing developed. In Estonia, there is no official structure 
through which cyber reservists keep in touch with their 
reserve colleagues, but this is done informally. In France, 
there is no club or association of current or former mem-
bers of the cyber reserve.
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5 Challenges
The implementation of cyber reserves is part of recent de-
velopment in most armed forces and is still a work in 
progress for most of them. While cyber reserves present 
some advantages, they also come with challenges. Cyber-
security is a relatively new field that needed to be ad-
dressed by existing armed forces and national security 
structures, and this is not an easy process. Some of the 
challenges pertain more generally to reserve forces rath-
er than to cybersecurity in particular, while others are 
more specific to cyber reserves. Research for this study 
identified the following seven sets of challenges, which 
all six states examined in the case studies are faced with 
to some degree:
• How to recruit and manage the right people?
• What kind of reserve? Where to integrate it and how 

to coordinate with other state institutions?
• What kind of training to give to reservists?
• How to mitigate security risks associated with 

recruiting reservists?
• Are cyber reserves cost-efficient?
• How to manage reservists’ availability?
• How to gain reservists’ loyalty and commitment to 

the cause during and after service? 

5.1 Recruiting and managing the 
right people 

One primary reason states choose to develop a cyber re-
serve is to try to close the workforce gap in cybersecurity. 
However, recruiting reserve personnel may not be as easy 
as first thought and still represents a challenge for states.

Difficulties recruiting for reserves
Some states face similar challenges in recruiting both 
their cyber reserve workforce and their active-duty forces. 
In theory, it should be more appealing to candidates to 
join reserve forces rather than active-duty military ser-
vice because it means a part-time military job with fewer 
constraints. However, some states struggle to find the 
right candidates for their cyber reserves. Finland, for ex-
ample, has problems raising awareness of its cyber train-
ing program among conscripts and sometimes receives 
too few applications (Nokelainen, 2019). This challenge is 
most likely due to the fact that reservists often need to 
meet similar (if not the same) requirements to apply for a 
cyber training program as active-duty personnel (e.g. se-
curity clearance). These requirements may be a hurdle for 
some potential candidates for cyber reservist positions. 
Furthermore, salaries and the location of cyber training 
programs may discourage potential candidates from 
joining a cyber reserve. This is especially true if there is no 
or only a small compensation paid for the time spent in 

the military instead of the office, and if trainings occur in 
another part of the country. To counter the latter issue, 
and to make cyber training programs more attractive and 
accessible, the US armed forces have developed mobile 
training infrastructures to enable reservists to attend 
trainings in locations closer to their homes (US Govern-
ment Accountability Office, 2019).

While some states are able to attract enough re-
servists, this does not mean that they do not face person-
nel challenges. Managing reservists has proven to be a 
serious challenge for some countries, such as France and 
the US. In France, the armed forces recruited several hun-
dred operational citizen reservists, but struggled to man-
age them and ultimately decided to put this part of the 
reserve on hold and transfer it to the operational reserve. 
In the US, the armed forces have primarily focused on at-
taining operational capabilities as quickly as possible, 
while neglecting the readiness of CMF teams, which re-
sulted in some teams not being certified (US Government 
Accountability Office, 2019). These examples illustrate 
cases where the armed forces recruited enough reservists 
but then lacked the ability to manage them to fully utilize 
their capabilities. They also demonstrate that a large 
number of reservists is no guarantee for a working cyber 
reserve force.

Civil service
A challenge that only concerns conscription-based armies 
is to attract talents who may be more interested in the 
civil rather than military service. This may be a significant 
concern for these armies, but, in practice, this challenge 
seems less consequential. In Finland, conscripts interest-
ed in cybersecurity would only be able to choose a cyber 
training program in the military service, because there is 
no equivalent track in the civil service (Cederberg, 2019). 
Furthermore, these talents may initially be lost to the 
FDF, but they can be recruited later, after their studies or 
during their career, for the hand-picked cyber reserve 
(Nokelainen, 2019). In Switzerland, the armed forces cur-
rently have enough conscripts applying for the cyber 
training program that they are able to take their pick 
(Flück, 2019), which compensates for the talents who 
choose civil service. Given that the Swiss cyber training 
program was only established recently, it remains to be 
seen whether numbers will stay stable in the future. 
However, conscripts opting for civil service would be de-
motivated if they were forced to complete military ser-
vice. This lack of motivation would impact negatively on 
other conscripts and would be a problem for superiors in 
the cyber training program. These two examples show 
that there is a risk of losing talents to the civil service, but 
it tends to be overestimated. Yet this risk should not be 
overlooked; instead it should serve as an incentive for in-
novation among the armed forces in order to attract tal-
ents for military service.
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Gender
Cybersecurity is often described as a male-dominated 
field, and this is also true among cyber reserve forces. The 
challenge for armed forces is to attract female volun-
teers. The existing gender imbalance is not specific to 
armed forces and also concerns the private sector. In 
2019, women in cybersecurity represented 24% of the 
workforce ((ISC)2, 2019). Therefore, armed forces are 
bound to miss out on talents if they fail to attract more 
female reservists. There is no clear difference in gender 
balance between all-volunteer forces and conscription-
based armies. Both have a clear majority of male reserv-
ists and only a small number of female reservists. How-
ever, Israel can be considered an exception. While there 
are no official numbers on the members of Unit 8200, it is 
likely that the number of women enrolled in the Unit is 
proportionally higher than in the other case studies. 
However, this exception is likely primarily due to the 
mandatory conscription of both male and female citizens 
in Israel.

Individuals not meeting physical fitness standards for 
recruits
Similar to the previous challenge, armed forces risk miss-
ing out on talents by only focusing on recruiting male citi-
zens meeting certain physical fitness standards. Cyber 
specialists do not need outstanding physical fitness in or-
der to conduct cyber operations, and consequently physi-
cally impaired persons who would not qualify for regular 
military service would be perfectly able to work in a cy-
berdefense unit. Such individuals may have skills that 
could allow the armed forces to address shortages in 
their cyber workforce. However, individuals physically un-
fit for military service would be unable to participate in 
basic military training, which usually involves primarily 
physical activities. This could be seen as a problem, as ba-
sic military training teaches recruits fundamental mili-
tary skills for defending themselves if attacked. Cyber re-
servists may not be on the physical frontline, but if the 
frontline moves toward them, they would need to be able 
to defend themselves. In Estonia, individuals who do not 
meet the required physical fitness standards for joining 
the Estonian Defence Forces (EDF) are still able to join the 
EDL CDU, as the EDL is also open to individuals unable to 
complete their military service (Ruiz, 2018). In Israel, the 
IDF recruits young people with autism for their intelli-
gence unit, Unit 9900 (Rubin, 2016). It is likely that Unit 
8200 also recruits individuals with disabilities, but no 
open-source information has been found to confirm this. 
In France, Switzerland and the US, authorities and aca-
demia are discussing the possibility of adjusting stan-
dards to allow the recruitment of physically unfit individ-
uals (Burke, 2018; COMCYBER official 2, 2019; Reynolds, 
2019; Schmuck, 2017; Schneider, 2018). While recruiting 
physically unfit persons may be a difficult issue to 

address for armed forces, as it may be interpreted as low-
ering physical standards, this issue should not be 
overlooked.

Tracking reservists’ civilian careers
Reserve forces often struggle to keep track of reservists’ 
civilian lives, causing the armed forces to potentially miss 
out on talents who were either not identified during the 
recruitment process or who were already enrolled in the 
military when cyber units were established. Armed forces 
may already have a significant pool of cybersecurity ex-
perts within their ranks without realizing. Armed forces 
can only become aware of such experts if they have a sys-
tem for tracking their reservists’ civilian careers. This is 
especially relevant for conscription-based armies, which 
have a reputation for inefficiently allocating personnel re-
sources (Poutvaara and Wagener, 2009). In Finland, career 
tracking consists of a word-of-mouth-based detection 
system. University professors and cyber reservists are 
able to suggest civilian cybersecurity specialists for the 
hand-picked reserve (Nokelainen, 2019). In the US, mem-
bers of the USAR and ARNG are asked to complete yearly 
questionnaires with up-to-date personal information, 
but this process is voluntary. Based on these question-
naires, Porche et al. (2017) estimated that approximately 
10,000 members of the US Army Reserve Components 
have a civilian career in cybersecurity but do not work in 
cybersecurity in their military occupation. These two ex-
amples illustrate some ways of tracking reservists’ civil-
ian careers, but in both cases a more systematic approach 
would render the process more efficient. Porche et al.’s 
(2017) estimation demonstrates the importance of this 
untapped potential within reserve forces.

Changes in military career
Another challenge consists of creating processes for en-
abling reservists enrolled in a military function other 
than cybersecurity to transfer to a cyber-related military 
position. While reservists may have started their military 
careers in a military function outside of cybersecurity, 
they may work in this field as civilians. These reservists 
may be interested in transferring to cyber reserve forces, 
or commanding officers in cyber units may wish to have 
them transferred to such forces or units. Lacking or ex-
ceedingly cumbersome transfer processes result in armed 
forces missing out on potential talents who already meet 
some of the recruitment requirements. Finland uses its 
word-of-mouth system to identify reservists suited for 
transfer to the hand-picked cyber reserve (Nokelainen, 
2019). In Switzerland, conscripts who have completed 
their military service in a different military function may 
voluntarily apply for transfer to the CNO Company. Simi-
larly, commanding officers in other military positions are 
also able to apply for transfer to the specialist cyberde-
fense staff (Fachstab) (Flück, 2019). In France, reservists 
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are only able transfer to another military function after 
the end of their contract (COMCYBER official 2, 2019). In 
the US, the transfer process is long, tedious and very de-
manding (Brantly, 2019). These examples highlight exist-
ing discrepancies between armed forces concerning 
transfers from one military position to another. If armed 
forces wish to tap into potential expertise within their 
structures, they need to ensure that reservists have ac-
cess to a process that enables them to move within the 
organization.

Maintaining the workforce
Some states may have enough reservists at present, but 
they also need to ensure that they will continue to do so 
in the future. It is one thing to have enough candidates 
for today’s reserves, but cyber reserves currently benefit 
from a novelty factor and likely also from significant me-
dia coverage. However, the existing flow of candidates 
may decrease over time, and states need to ensure that 
they will have enough candidates to replace reservists 
ending their military service. To achieve this goal, some 
states have developed programs to attract teenagers to 
science and more specifically to cybersecurity, with Israel 
having the most developed programs. These programs 
are designed not only to attract teenagers to science, but 
also to identify talents for recruitment to Unit 8200. The 
Israeli programs involve scouting officers visiting high 
schools as well as two out-of-school programs, Gvahim 
(Heights) and Magshimim (Fulfilling), which target differ-
ent demographics in Israel and train selected teenagers 
in programming, robotics and cyber-related fields. The Is-
raeli government partly finances both programs (Estrin, 
2017; Reed, 2015). The US has several programs, among 
them US CyberPatriot, CyberCorps scholarships, US Cyber 
Challenge and the US Cyber Academy of Excellence for 
Cyber Operations. These programs seek to recruit active-
duty, reserve and civilian personnel. They range from 
scholarships for university studies in a cyber-related field 
to challenges and camps to encourage interest in science 
and cybersecurity and develop problem-solving and 
teamworking skills (Crumpler and Lewis, 2019; Dill, 
2018). The Swiss armed forces are currently in the process 
of designing a program to attract teenagers’ interest in 
cybersecurity before their 18th birthday and their recruit-
ment to compulsory military service (Flück, 2019). Pro-
grams such as those available in Israel and the US help 
ensure that cyber reserve workforces can be maintained. 
Programs encouraging teenagers to pursue studies and/
or careers in cyber-related fields benefit not only the 
armed forces but also the private sector, and they also 
help close the workforce gap.

5.2 Integration in state structures 
and coordination

The second set of challenges relates to the integration of 
cyber reserve forces into existing state security struc-
tures. Difficulties arise as new organizations or units are 
created and then need to be integrated into active-duty 
and reserve cybersecurity forces. States are also faced 
with the difficulty of establishing the right role for these 
reserve forces.

Integrating cyber reserves into existing structures
Many cyber reserve forces were only developed recently, 
and their development created the challenge of locating 
these new forces within existing armed forces structures. 
States had to ask themselves where cyber reservists 
would be positioned in relation to the armed forces, what 
form cyber reserves should take, who would command 
them, and who would supervise their work. There are no 
perfect answers to these questions. States need to deal 
with their own cultures, structures, procedures, and path 
dependencies to find effective ways for building cyber re-
serves. In all six case studies, cyber reserves were inte-
grated into existing organizations within the armed forc-
es rather than established as separate organizations. 
Cyber reserves have adopted the same or similar com-
mand structures as other reserve troops in their respec-
tive armed forces. While reservists are included in com-
mand structures, they are often supervised by permanent 
military and/or civilian personnel. However, the develop-
ment of cyber reserve forces remains a work in progress 
in many states, and their infrastructure and/or organiza-
tion may change with experience.

The role(s) of cyber reserves
Another challenge relates to the roles and responsibilities 
the armed forces should assign to cyber reserve forces. 
Authorities need to decide whether cyber reserve forces 
should focus on defensive and/or offensive operations, 
and whether reservists should act as support troops for 
active-duty personnel or perform the same duties and re-
sponsibilities as active-duty personnel. States seems to 
take different approaches to reservists’ roles and respon-
sibilities in times of peace or war. In general, the role of 
cyber reserves is primarily defensive and supportive of 
active-duty personnel. However, Israeli reservists also 
conduct offensive operations, and in the US, reservists 
can be activated to become part of the operational forces, 
which may result in them conducting offensive opera-
tions (Brantly, 2019). In peacetime, conscription-based 
armies focus more on defensive roles for reservists while 
training for possible offensive actions. Given that reserv-
ists only complete short periods of military training, 
armed forces most likely prefer to deploy reserve forces 
primarily in defensive operations, which may be more 
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similar to reservists’ civilian jobs than offensive 
operations.

5.3 Skills and training

The third set of challenges concerns the skills and train-
ing of cyber reservists. Reservists are primarily civilians 
who attend military duty usually once a year, sometimes 
more frequently. The primary challenge in this context 
lies in the fact that the workforce is highly heterogeneous 
and only works part-time for the armed forces. As a re-
sult, there is only limited time available for the armed 
forces to shape and maintain reservists’ skills. 

Private sector and training
Cyber reserve forces are faced with the challenge of de-
ciding to involve the private sector in reservists’ training 
programs. The private sector is involved in numerous re-
search and development projects in information and 
communications technologies, which may deliver tech-
nologies that the armed forces may buy and use in their 
daily operations. Sometimes, the private sector is the only 
place where reservists can be trained on a specific soft-
ware or get experience in a specific environment. There-
fore, armed forces need to ask themselves whether to in-
volve the private sector in training their cyber reservists. 
In Finland, the private sector was initially excluded from 
reservist training, but the FDF ultimately decided that it 
should be involved (Nokelainen, 2019). The Swiss armed 
forces are currently testing a form of internship for cyber 
reservists to complete their last part of training with a 
private company (Flück, 2019). In the US, the USAR has 
public-private partnerships (PPP) with several universi-
ties and private companies (including Microsoft and Veri-
zon), both to help reservists find jobs in the field and for 
continuing education (Caton et al., 2019a). Moreover, 
technology companies sometimes train US reservists and 
active-duty personnel on their products and certify them 
(Brantly, 2019). As the private sector is an important actor 
in cybersecurity, it makes sense for cyber reserve forces to 
collaborate with it in training and education. Relevant 
collaborations benefit both the armed forces, who devel-
op closer ties with some companies and gain access to 
specific technologies that they may otherwise be exclud-
ed from, and the private sector, which is able to recruit 
new talents from among reservists.

Collaboration with higher education institutions
Similar to the previous challenge, armed forces have the 
choice to involve higher education institutions in their cy-
ber training programs or not. Higher education institu-
tions host numerous research and innovation projects in 
the field of technology in general and cybersecurity in 
particular. Armed forces are able to benefit from 

involving these institutions in their training of cyber forc-
es, including reserve forces. Collaborations with higher 
education institutions give armed forces access to knowl-
edge and infrastructures that they may lack. In Finland, 
the FDF trains its cyber specialists at the University of 
Jyväskylä’s cyber range and collaborates with some pro-
fessors in teaching conscripts (Nokelainen, 2019). Simi-
larly, professors at Swiss higher education institutions 
collaborate with and teach in the cyber training program 
(Flück, 2019). The US armed forces have collaborated with 
higher education institutions for a long time, for instance 
through programs such as Reservist Officers’ Training 
Corps (ROTC). Furthermore, USAR’s PPP includes six uni-
versities that offer continuing education programs to re-
servists (Caton et al., 2019a). Armed forces should not 
miss the opportunity of including higher education insti-
tutions in reservist training.

Ensuring minimum skills and knowledge
With regard to reserve forces, armed forces are faced with 
the problem of ensuring that their reservists maintain 
the required skills and knowledge to ensure their opera-
tional capabilities and readiness. Reservists usually com-
plete military service once a year, with their service pri-
marily consisting of trainings and exercises to ensure 
operational capabilities and readiness in case of war or 
deployment. Reservists may not work in the cybersecuri-
ty field in their civilian lives or may have switched careers. 
As a result, their knowledge and skills may become out-
dated in a rapidly evolving field. In a reserve force, cyber 
reservists’ overall knowledge is first leveled during the 
initial training stages. However, disparities may appear 
and increase among reservists once they return to their 
civilian lives and engage with other tasks. The necessary 
amount of training and maintenance of knowledge and 
skills depends on reservists’ roles and responsibilities. 
Some may perform simple roles which require less train-
ing than others and for which refresher training is suffi-
cient for skill maintenance. Others tasked with more 
complex duties require more training and more time to 
update and maintain their knowledge and skills. The lat-
ter would need more time at the beginning of refresher 
training before reaching operational levels again. There-
fore, the period of time scheduled for refresher training 
needs to be flexibly adapted to ensure reservists’ opera-
tional capabilities and readiness. Furthermore, armed 
forces should ensure that their reservists stay up to date 
with recent techniques and technologies while maintain-
ing their skills in order to reduce latency times at the be-
ginning of refresher trainings. US armed forces have 
faced some difficulties in maintaining the certification of 
CMF teams due to high turnover rates and the need to 
recertify teams in which more than the half of the per-
sonnel had left. Reasons for reservists deciding to leave 
their teams include not having completed the required 
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trainings, with reservists frequently falling behind in 
their CMF trainings because of their part-time military 
status. One approach USCYBERCOM employed to address 
this problem was to develop mobile training teams to 
bring trainings closer to reservists’ home locations and 
avoid them losing time travelling (US Government Ac-
countability Office, 2019). Among others, this example il-
lustrates that expectations and requirements for reserv-
ists’ operational capabilities and readiness were set too 
high when planning for reservist CMF teams, and these 
needed adjusting. Armed forces need to be clear about 
what to expect from reservists and plan trainings and re-
fresher trainings accordingly, while taking into account 
that disparities in knowledge and skills may appear 
among reservists once they have completed the initial 
stages of training.

Security risks
The fourth set of challenges relates to potential security 
risks associated with the employment of reserve cyber 
forces. As reservists are not permanently employed, they 
may be less aware of security rules and environments 
than active-duty personnel and may feel these rules to be 
less relevant to them. Challenges regarding security risks 
concern the need for security clearance for reserve forces, 
and whether armed forces should take specific security 
measures to mitigate risks associated with cyber reserve 
forces.

Security clearance
Armed forces involving reservists in cybersecurity must 
decide on the level of security clearance they grant their 
reservists. Reservists deployed in cybersecurity, above all 
in military cybersecurity, will necessarily gain access to 
sensitive information. Armed forces require their reserv-
ists to undergo security clearance processes before they 
are able to join the cyber reserve. This process gives 
armed forces security that the reservists concerned can 
be trusted to work with sensitive data. Armed forces have 
less control over reservists than over active-duty person-
nel, as reservists spend the majority of their time outside 
the military. Therefore, armed forces must decide if they 
want to grant reservists the same level of security clear-
ance as active-duty personnel. Obviously, security clear-
ance levels need to be applied in keeping with reservists’ 
tasks. However, security clearance processes may also de-
ter some individuals from applying to join the cyber re-
serve because they may be afraid they might fail and not 
be granted clearance. All six countries examined for this 
study require their reservists to go through a security 
clearance process. However, France is the only country to 
state that it grants different levels of security clearance to 
reservists depending on their functions, and prevents re-
servists from obtaining the highest levels of security 
clearance (COMCYBER official 2, 2019).

Additional security measures
In addition to security clearances, armed forces can de-
cide to take additional measures to mitigate the risk of 
theft of sensitive data by reservists. Security clearances 
indicate that a specific reservist is trustworthy at a spe-
cific moment in time, but they cannot guarantee that the 
same reservist may not try to steal data or disclose sensi-
tive information in other circumstances. In many cases, 
reservists are also required to sign non-disclosure agree-
ments holding them accountable if information is leaked. 
The French armed forces have implemented additional 
rules in reservists’ working environments to mitigate the 
risk of leaks: Reservists must, for example, not be left 
alone and are not allowed to leave their military offices 
with material (COMCYBER official 2, 2019). These are ex-
amples of measures armed forces may wish to imple-
ment to mitigate risks of leaks or espionage. While each 
state manages its own security clearance processes, the 
risks of leaks or espionage by reservists should not be 
overlooked.

5.5 Cost efficiency

The fifth challenge concerns the cost efficiency of using 
cyber reservists. This challenge relates to the question of 
whether it is economical to invest time to train reservists, 
knowing that they will only be in the armed forces for a 
limited time and will at times be unavailable for training. 
Building a reserve enables armed forces to raise a consid-
erable workforce at a lower cost than a permanent ac-
tive-duty workforce. Reserve forces cost less in terms of 
salaries and material than permanent forces, as reserv-
ists work part-time. 

However, reserves cost relatively more to train, 
and armed forces do not get the same return on invest-
ment as for permanent personnel. The time reservists 
spend in training is proportionally more significant than 
the time they spend applying what they have learnt in 
the armed forces. Furthermore, the period over which re-
servists implement their knowledge can become even 
shorter when they postpone or skip refresher trainings, 
resulting in additional losses for the armed forces con-
cerned. Armed forces suffer the most severe losses when 
reservists quit their military service right after complet-
ing their initial trainings, well before the end of their re-
serve period. In order to obtain maximum benefit from 
reservists’ capacities during their time in their military 
service, the Swiss armed forces and IDF try to focus their 
assessment and recruitment efforts on highly motivated 
recruits with a demonstrated ability to learn quickly 
(Flück, 2019; Tsipori, 2017). 

Furthermore, reservist trainings tend to be strict-
ly focused on reservists’ roles and tasks for optimal effi-
ciency. However, this form of training is narrower than a 
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university program, for example. Such a narrow approach 
may be time-efficient but can at the same time hamper 
reservists’ ability to develop broader solutions to prob-
lems or crises.

Most cyber reserve forces are still recent, but 
general feedback on their capabilities is generally posi-
tive. Given their recent nature, the efficiency of most of 
the reserves examined in this study has not been tested 
in times of crisis, and it is therefore currently not possible 
to evaluate their performance in such times.27 Some US 
states activated their US National Guard troops during 
the 2018 midterm elections and have announced plans 
to re-activate them for the 2020 presidential election 
(Cimpanu, 2018; The Fulcrum, 2019). The fact that states 
plan to re-activate these units implies that state authori-
ties were satisfied with their work. However, the relevant 
teams were part of the CND-T and consequently not cov-
ered in this report. Meanwhile, the French armed forces 
have used cyber reservists in international deployments 
and stated that they were satisfied with the results 
(COMCYBER official 2, 2019). 

5.6 Availability of cyber reservists

The sixth set of challenges relates to the organization of 
refresher trainings and the management of reservists 
and collaborations with the private sector. The primary 
challenge in managing any reserve forces (not only cyber 
reserve forces) identified in this sub-section lies in deal-
ing with reservist availability and getting the private sec-
tor to allow employees to repeatedly leave their civilian 
jobs for certain lengths of time. Armed forces need to find 
ways to manage reservist absences such that negative 
impacts on unit capabilities are minimized. They also 
need to collaborate with the private sector and persuade 
it that there are benefits to having employees who are 
also members of a cyber reserve.

Availability of cyber reservists
A significant challenge for cyber reserve forces is manag-
ing reservists’ availability. The nature of reserve forces 
means that reservists are only part-time military person-
nel whose civilian lives may at times be incompatible 
with military training. When reservists are able to post-
pone or skip military trainings, their absence constitutes 
a challenge for their units, which are forced to work with 
fewer staff. When only a few reservists postpone or skip 
training, it can be assumed that units still operate more 
or less normally without them. However, when a large 

27  Unit 8200 is likely regularly involved in war-like operations, but there is 
no feedback or reports on its performance. Unit 8200 is also significantly 
different from the other five cases studied here in that IDF recruits and 
reservists stay longer in the military on average and in that the Unit 
operates in a highly specific context.

number of reservists postpone or skip training, this be-
comes a significant difficulty for the unit. It is important 
for cyber reserve forces to mitigate the risk of reservist 
absenteeism. To do that, the states examined in this 
study have taken different approaches. In Estonia and in 
France, reservists may postpone and skip trainings. How-
ever, several reservists are trained for the same position 
so if one is unable to participate in training or an opera-
tion, others can take their place (Cardash et al., 2013; 
COMCYBER official 2, 2019). In the conscription-based 
Finnish and Swiss armies, reservists are obliged by law to 
attend refresher trainings and can only postpone refresh-
er trainings based on strong grounds28 (Nokelainen, 2019; 
Swiss Federal Council, 2017). In the US, reservists are the-
oretically able to postpone or skip trainings, but this is ad-
ministratively difficult and impacts negatively on the ad-
vancement of their military careers (Brantly, 2019). The 
challenge of managing reservists’ availability is impor-
tant, because their absence can have a significant impact 
on the capabilities of a cyber unit. This challenge needs to 
be taken seriously, possibly as part of a broader approach 
rather than being merely addressed at the reservist level. 
Any solution will also need to include employers of re-
servists (i.e. the private sector).

Private-sector support
The private sector plays a significant role in reservists’ 
lives, and armed forces need to find ways to bring the pri-
vate sector to support and/or facilitate reservists’ en-
gagement. Many reservists work in the private sector, 
and allowing reservists to attend refresher trainings rep-
resents a financial loss for employers. As a result, employ-
ers can be disinclined to hire reservists or to release them 
for refresher trainings. Employers would need govern-
ment incentives to compensate for their employees’ ab-
sences. It can be assumed that the concept and process of 
refresher trainings are generally better understood and 
more broadly accepted across societies with conscrip-
tion-based armies, including in the private sector.29 How-
ever, even in countries with conscription-based armies, 
the armed forces need to communicate actively on re-
servists’ military service and the advantages that reserv-
ists can bring to a company. A French study on the eco-
nomic impact of the French National Guard found that 
reservists were more productive at work and were taking 
fewer sick leaves than regular employees. The study also 
found that reservist employees contribute their knowl-
edge and skills learnt in the reserve to their civilian work 

28  Swiss reservists must also pay a tax when they postpone their training. 
This tax is refunded once the reservist has completed military service 
including all military service days.

29  However, this is not always the case. In Switzerland, a firm advertised a 
position specifying that they would not hire candidates still completing 
their military service (Dejardin-Verkinger, 2017). This case shows that, 
as the private sector becomes more internationalized, acceptance of the 
tradition of conscription-based armed forces seems to be eroding.
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(Goodwill-management, 2017). Investing in communi-
cating these advantages would help the armed forces to 
improve reservists’ employability and availability by miti-
gating the risks of employers refusing to hire reservists or 
to allow their employees to attend refresher trainings. 
States can also use additional measures to incentivize 
the private sector to employ reservists of let employees 
join the reserve. In France, companies employing reserv-
ists are able to join a partnership that gives them access 
to a network of other employers of reservists, offers them 
closer ties to the armed forces, and gets them tax deduc-
tions (Ministère des Armées, 2017). Such programs can 
help raise awareness of reserve forces, get the private 
sector to better understand the benefits of employing re-
servists, and improve collaboration with the armed 
forces.

5.7 Loyalty during and after service

The final set of challenges relates to the question of how 
to win the loyalty of reservists to encourage them to 
come back year after year and commit to the cause. This 
issue also extends to the time after military service and 
raises the question as to whether armed forces should 
keep in touch with former reservists and get involved in 
alumni clubs and associations.

The question of loyalty
Armed forces struggle to keep cybersecurity experts, who 
find better-paying jobs in the private sector. While this 
struggle primarily concerns active-duty personnel, re-
servists can also be tempted to terminate their military 
service early or not renew their contract if their tasks do 
not meet their expectations. The challenge for armed 
forces is to keep their reservists motivated to attend re-
fresher trainings year after year. Given that some cyber 
reserves were established only recently, reservists’ moti-
vation is probably still high, but there is the risk that mo-
tivation may erode over time. Armed forces should find 
ways to maintain motivation. The EDL CDU tries to keep 
its reservists motivated by not assigning them boring 
tasks, involving them at the local level to be part of a 
community, and organizing interesting exercises (Car-
dash et al., 2013; Ottis, 2019). The Finnish FDF focuses on 
camaraderie to maintain reservists’ motivation (partly by 
keeping teams unchanged from basic military training 
through to the end of military service), and conducts ex-
ercises in which reservists are able to perform operations 
that would be inaccessible to them in their civilian lives. 
Moreover, FDF cyber units enjoy a good reputation within 
Finnish society and are seen as some sort of special forces 
units. This positive reputation helps to cultivate a sense 
of pride among reservists, which also motivates them to 
participate in refresher trainings (Nokelainen, 2019). In 

France, COMCYBER is concerned that the motivation of 
operational citizen reservists may decrease after the 
2018 decision to suspend this function, and that many 
reservists may not renew their contracts in order to trans-
fer to the operational reserve (COMCYBER official 2, 2019). 
On the other hand, the French Ministry of the Armed 
Forces created a cyber clasp for the National Defence 
Medal, which is awarded to any active-duty, reservist or 
civilian personnel rendering particularly honorable ser-
vice during military service or work (Armée de l’air, 2016). 
The medal highlights particular actions but also adver-
tises the work of the Ministry’s personnel and inspires 
others to perform similarly highly. These examples out-
line some measures that armed forces can implement to 
improve and/or maintain motivation among reservists.

Staying in touch
In addition to maintaining motivation, armed forces need 
to ponder whether they want to stay in contact with their 
former cyber reservists. Given the difficulty of recruiting 
cybersecurity experts, armed forces may want to stay in 
touch with former reservists to be able to call them back 
in cases of emergency even after the end of their military 
service. Relevant efforts would provide armed forces with 
access to an additional ad hoc pool of experts that they 
already know and trust. While this may be an advantage 
for armed forces, former reservists would also need to ob-
tain some benefits from the process. Some alumni clubs 
and associations of cyber units exist in some countries, 
but the armed forces are generally not involved. These 
clubs and associations constitute suitable points of con-
tact for the armed forces to keep in touch with former 
reservists. Another way for armed forces to stay in touch 
would be to form pools of volunteer experts from among 
former reservists, similarly to the Swiss Humanitarian 
Aid Unit. This unit allows humanitarian aid experts to 
join a pool of volunteer experts and be deployed as need-
ed for specific humanitarian missions all over the world 
(Département fédéral des affaires étrangères, 2018). Sim-
ilarly, former reservists could voluntarily join a pool of cy-
ber experts to support the armed forces in times of emer-
gency or for specific tasks for which the armed forces may 
lack relevant knowledge.
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6 Conclusion
This report examined six cyber reserve forces in terms of 
their organization, structure and challenges faced in or-
der to answer the following three questions:
• What are the different types of cyber reserves? How 

are they structured? How are they organized?
• What are the advantages of having cyber reserves?
• What are the challenges faced by states when setting 

up or having a cyber reserve force? How to face these 
challenges?

The report answers all of these questions. Regarding the 
nature, structure and organization of cyber reserves, the 
report finds that the development of reservist forces 
strongly depends on the respective country’s context. 
Therefore, the broad range of countries examined identi-
fies a variety of cyber reserve structures and organiza-
tions. Regarding the advantages of cyber reserves, their 
primary benefit resides in the fact that reserves help the 
armed forces to close the workforce gap in the field of cy-
bersecurity. Finally, in terms of challenges faced by states 
with cyber reserves, the report shows that cyber reserves 
are works in progress. The report’s final sub-section looks 
into possible further research on cyber reserve forces.

6.1 The importance of context

The observations and comparisons of all six case studies 
bring to light that the organization and structure of cyber 
reserve forces strongly depend on the context of the re-
spective state. A comparison of the six states examined 
reveals substantial differences in structure and organiza-
tion, which highlight that there is no “one-size-fits-all” 
type of cyber reserve force. The idea of taking one coun-
try’s reserve model and transferring it to another simply 
does not work and is essentially bound to fail. This is be-
cause cyber reserves are dependent on their respective 
state’s strategic culture, political institutions, armed forc-
es structure, resources and political context. These ele-
ments ensure that each cyber reserve force is unique and 
tailored to fit its country’s context. 

However, the uniqueness and custom structures 
of reserve forces do not mean that states cannot be in-
spired by other countries’ cyber reserve forces. For exam-
ple, it appears that the second assessment in the recruit-
ment process for the Swiss armed forces’ cyber training 
program is inspired by the recruitment process of the Is-
raeli Unit 8200. In the Swiss assessment, candidates are 
not only tested on their technical skills, but also on their 
teamworking abilities and general knowledge. Moreover, 
examiners include technical professionals and current 
members of the program (Flück, 2019). This process re-
sembles Israel’s recruitment process, in which candidates 

are tested on a variety of subjects and are interviewed by 
current Unit members (Behar, 2016; Tsipori, 2017). It is 
likely that other reserves have also chosen to copy or 
adapt elements of other reserves. 

It is worth mentioning that Israel’s Unit 8200 is 
often considered to be the perfect example of a function-
ing cyber reserve. The Unit recruits the best candidates, 
and many of its alumni build successful startups. How-
ever, Unit 8200 was developed in a very particular context 
that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Therefore, copy-
ing Israel’s cyber reserve model in another country would 
not work. States should rather focus on developing their 
own model of cyber reserve forces to ensure that it fits 
their individual national goals and institutional struc-
tures. However, nothing prevents states from drawing in-
spiration from certain elements of other states’ cyber re-
serves and adapting some of these ideas to their own 
contexts.

6.2 Closing the gap

As mentioned in the introduction, reserve forces can be 
considered as an option for armed forces to try to close 
the workforce gap in cybersecurity. This report has shown 
that, when armed forces manage their reserve forces 
properly, reserves indeed help to close this workforce gap 
by having non-permanent personnel perform relevant 
tasks. All armed forces have difficulties hiring permanent 
personnel, but reserve positions seem to be valued more 
highly and filled more easily. Armed forces will need to 
continue to communicate about and advertise their re-
serve forces in order to maintain the flow of candidates 
applying for cyber reserves. While the novelty of the field 
plays a role in boosting demand for cybersecurity special-
ists, it is likely that the labor market in the field of cyber-
security will balance out, as is argued by Libicki et al. 
(2014). Indeed, both states and private actors have in-
vested significant resources into promoting education 
and training in cybersecurity-related fields. Given that 
these initiatives will bring new workers onto the labor 
market in the medium to long term, the market will re-
turn to a new equilibrium. This development will likely 
impact on the flow of candidates applying to join cyber 
reserve forces with either a flattening of or an increase in 
the number of candidates.

6.3 A work in progress

An examination of the challenges faced by cyber reserve 
forces reveals that these forces generally continue to be 
works in progress. The development of cyber reserves 
only started during the past ten years in the earliest cas-
es, and even more recently for others. States are still 
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testing the development of cyber reserve forces through 
trial and error. With its suspension of recruitment and 
subsequent abandonment of the citizen operational re-
serve, France is an excellent example of this process. Dif-
ficulties in the management of citizen operational reserv-
ists caused the French armed forces to abandon this form 
of cyber reserve and transfer reservists to the operational 
reserve (COMCYBER official 2, 2019). During interviews 
conducted for this report, several interviewees stressed 
the fact that cyber reserve forces are works in progress 
and that their current form may change in the future. 
This indicates that states seem to be learning from their 
mistakes and adapting their cyber reserve forces accord-
ingly to better fit their strategic goals and resource limi-
tations. This experimental stage is likely to continue for 
another few years until states find efficient, functional 
forms for their reserves.

6.4 Open questions

This report focuses on only six case studies drawn unique-
ly from Western countries. It therefore lacks insights into 
cyber reserve forces in other parts of the world like Asia, 
or in other geopolitical contexts. It would be interesting 
to conduct further research on cyber reserves in these re-
gions. Comparisons of these reserves with a focus on 
their organization and challenges could help to identify 
other possible approaches to the development of cyber 
reserve forces. Furthermore, given that this report con-
cluded that cyber reserves are works in progress, it would 
be interesting to conduct another study on the same six 
countries in five years’ time. The purpose of such a study 
would be to see how these cyber reserves have evolved, 
and whether their structure or organization has changed. 
Finally, a study comparing states with cyber reserves with 
states without cyber reserves would be interesting in or-
der to uncover any significant differences. Such a study 
would provide insights into commonalities and differenc-
es between relevant states.
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7 Annex 1

Table 2: Comparative table of the six case studies.

Estonia Finland France Israel Switzerland USA

Type of government Unitary parliamen-
tary republic

Unitary parliamen-
tary republic

Unitary semi-presi-
dential republic

Unitary parliamen-
tary republic

Federal semi-direct 
democracy under a 
multi-party 
parliamentary 
directorial republic

Federal presidential 
constitutional 
republic

neutral no yes no no yes no

Member of NATO yes no yes no no yes

Member of the EU yes yes yes no no no

size armed forces in 
20171 

6,600 active duty, 
12,000 reserve, 
15,800 paramilitary

21,500 active duty, 
227,500 reserve, 
2,700 paramilitary 

203,000 active duty, 
72,000 reserve, 
103,000 paramilitary

175,000 active duty, 
465,000 reserve, 
8,000 paramilitary 

140,000 active duty 
and reserve 
personnel2

1.35 million active 
duty, 858,000 reserve

Recruitment process and training

Volunteers vs 
conscripts

All volunteers Conscripts but need 
to apply within the 
military service to 
join cybersecurity 
training

All volunteers Conscripts but have 
to go through 
pre-military service 
training (high school 
clubs) and still apply 
to join the Unit 8200

Conscripts, but need 
to apply within the 
military service to 
join cybersecurity 
training, or can 
apply to join the 
cyber general staff 
later if they are 
officers

All volunteers

Most of training in 
cybersecurity done 
before or during 
military service

Mostly before 
entering the EDL 
CDU but can attend 
training to update 
knowledge

Need some 
knowledge before 
military service but 
most of the training 
is provided during 
military service

Most of the training 
should be done 
before joining the 
reserve but still 
some training 
during the service

Six months of 
training specific to 
prospective tasks in 
Unit 8200 but need 
some pre-military 
service knowledge

Need some 
knowledge before 
military service but 
most of the training 
is provided during 
the military service 
(except for the cyber 
general staff)

Need some 
knowledge before 
military service but 
most of the training 
is provided during 
military service

Need to pass a test to 
get in the cyber unit?

No Yes No specific test for 
cybersecurity at the 
recruitment but 
later once start their 
cyber training 
program

Yes, but also test 
other skills in 
addition to 
cybersecurity 
knowledge

Yes, but also test 
other skills in 
addition to 
cybersecurity 
knowledge

No specific test for 
cybersecurity at 
recruitment but later 
once they start their 
cyber training 
program

Certification for 
training and/or 
knowledge

No No No but ECTS credits 
for reservists still 
studying

No but being in Unit 
8200 serves as a 
certification

Yes but need to take 
it voluntarily

No specific 
certification but can 
get certification from 
vendors

Roles, tasks and responsibilities of reservists enrolled in cyber military work

Roles No defined roles Cyber specialist Operational reserve 
(coordinator, expert, 
analyst or 
technician)
and citizen reserve

No defined roles CNO specialist, 
Cyber Fusion Center 
specialist, 
cyberdefense 
specialist

Different roles 
depending on rank 
and military branch 
(cf. table 2)

Tasks Support (education 
+ support in case of 
emergency for 
private and public 
institutions)

Support (defending 
networks + 
programming 
projects + pen 
testing + education)

Operational reserve 
= support 
citizen reserve = 
awareness raising

Depends on teams 
but can conduct 
defense and/or 
offense operations + 
R&D + support

Support (software 
development + 
forensic + osint + 
education)

Conduct defense 
and/or offense 
operations + support
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Estonia Finland France Israel Switzerland USA

Numbers of reservists in cybersecurity

Numbers of 
reservists

No official numbers Confidential 150 operational 
reservists (plan to 
increase to 400) and 
150 citizen reservists 
in 2019

Estimated 5,000 
members

So far 40 cyber 
reservists but plan 
to increase to 600

6,300 reservists 
involved in 
cybersecurity across 
the US armed forces 
but no official 
numbers for 
reservists in the CMF 
so far (estimate of 
approximately 1,500 
by 2024)

Organization of the service: Length of reservist service and repetition courses/refresher

Duration of military 
service or contract

Until the termina-
tion of the contract 
or expulsion

255 or 347 days of 
military service and 
80 to 150 days of 
refresher trainings 
until 50 years old

Renewable 
three-year contracts 
for operational 
reservists
No contracts for 
citizen reservists

Two years and eight 
months for males 
and two years for 
females of 
mandatory military 
service, but 
members of Unit 
8200 tend to stay 
longer by signing a 
contract for two to 
three years

440 days for NCOs 
and 680 for officers 
(basic military 
training and 
refresher trainings) 
until about 30 years 
old for NCOs and 40 
years old for officers 
(officers in the cyber 
general staff can be 
mobilized until they 
are 65 years old)

Eight years 
commitment 
contract

Annual training Participation in 
activities during the 
year but only moral 
obligation to attend

Five to six days of 
refresher training 
every two to three 
years but can attend 
voluntary exercises

Five to 30 days of 
yearly training for 
operational 
reservists
Citizen reservists 
choose the amount 
of time they invest

Only those working 
in cybersecurity are 
called for refresher 
trainings and 
emergencies

19 to 26 days of 
yearly refresher 
training

One weekend per 
month and two 
weeks of longer 
yearly refresher 
trainings

Links between the armed forces and the private sector regarding the reserve

Collaboration with 
the private sector?

Not officially Yes Reserve-Corpora-
tion-Defense 
Partnership

Yes, through former 
members of Unit 
8200

Trial with 
internships at 
private firms

PPP to facilitate the 
transition from active 
duty to reserve and 
civilian employment

Collaboration with 
higher education?

Yes for training Yes for training Yes, same 
partnership as for 
private sector

Likely Yes for training Yes for training

After reserve duty (career and keeping ties with armed forces)

Is there a cyber 
reserve alumni club?

No, but members 
keep in touch 
informally

An association is in 
development

No Yes, the 8200 Alumni 
Association (ca. 
15,000 members)

An alumni 
association is in 
development

Yes, the Military 
Cyber Professionals 
Association

1  Source: (International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2018)

2  Source: (Département fédéral de la défense, de la protection de la popu-
lation et des sports, 2019)
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8 Annex 2
Table 3: Non-exhaustive list of other cyber-related units in USAR, ARNG, US Air Force 
Reserve and ANG.

Name of the unit Component Task(s)

Cyber Network Defense Teams (CND-T) ARNG Cybersecurity of the state

Virginia Data Processing Unit ARNG Support for cyber operations

Mobilization Day Cyber Protection Team ARNG Surge capacity for critical infrastructure and key 
missions

1st Information Operations Troop Program Unit USAR Support and provision of cyber and information 
operations expertise during training missions

335th Signal Command Det USAR Regional Cyber Center in Kuwait

ARCOG USAR Defensive cyber operations for US Army networks

ARCOG C2 USAR Command and control for ARCOG CPTs

Army Reserve Intelligence Support to Cyber 
Operations

USAR Provision of intelligence support for the offensive 
teams of the US Army Cyber Command

ARCC USAR Provision of support for the US Army Cyber 
Command joint force headquarters

Cyber Training Support Element USAR Provision of support for the opposing force during 
exercises

US Cyber Command Army Reserve Element USAR Help with planning and intelligence

Defense Information Systems Agency Army 
Reserve Element

USAR Support for the DoD Information Networks 
mission

Defense Information Systems Agency individual 
mobilization augmentees

USAR Surge capacity for Defense Information Systems 
Agency

US Army Cyber Command individual mobilization 
augmentees

USAR Surge capacity for the US Army Cyber Command

960th Cyberspace Operations Group Air Force 
Reserve

Administrative oversight over cyber reserve 
components

262nd Network Warfare Squadron (part of the 
194th regional Support Wing) of the Washington 
State ANG

ANG Cybersecurity assessments and emergency 
planning for the Washington State networks 

299th Network Operations Security Squadron 
(part of the 184th Intelligence Wing) of the 
Kansas ANG

ANG Real-time network security for the ANG network

177th Information Warfare Aggressor Squadron 
(part of 184th Intelligence Wing) of the Kansas 
ANG

ANG Research of vulnerabilities and testing of US 
Armed Forces networks

261st Information Operations Squadron (part of 
the 162nd Combat Communications Group) of 
the California ANG

ANG Testing of California state networks

175th Network Warfare Squadron of the Mary-
land ANG

ANG Monitoring and assessment of Maryland state 
networks

102nd Network Warfare Squadron of the Rhodes 
Island ANG

ANG Monitoring and assessment of Rhodes Island 
state networks

166th Network Warfare Squadron of the Dela-
ware ANG

ANG Support for the National Security Agency
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9 Abbreviations
AFCSO Armed Forces Command Support 

Organisation – Switzerland

ANG US Air National Guard

ANSSI National Cybersecurity Agency of France

ARCOG US Army Reserve Cyber Operations 
Group

ARNG US Army National Guard

CFC Cyber Fusion Center - Switzerland

CMF Cyber Mission Force - USA

CND-T Computer Network Defense Team - USA

CNO Computer Network Operations

COMCYBER French Cyber Command

CPT Cyber Protection Team - USA

CRPOC Centre de Réserve et de Préparation 
Opérationnelle de Cyberdéfense - 
France

DDPS Swiss Federal Department of Defence, 
Civil Protection and Sport

DGSE Directorate-General for External 
Security - France

DoD US Department of Defense

ECTS European Credit Transfer System

EDF Estonian Defence Forces

EDL Estonian Defence League

EDL CDU Estonian Defence League Cyber Defence 
Unit

EU European Union

FDF Finnish Defence Forces

IDF Israel Defense Forces

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NPF Non-Proliferation Treaty

PfP NATO’s Partnership for Peace

PPP Public-Private Partnership

SISA Estonian State Information System’s Au-
thority

SME Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

SMI Small and Medium-Sized Industries

SOC Security Operation Center

UN United Nations

USAR US Army Reserve

USCYBERCOM US Cyber Command
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